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NON THERMAL PARTICLES AND COSMIC RAYS

NON THERMAL PARTICLES ARE  
UBIQUITOUS IN THE UNIVERSE

T H E S E P H E N O M E N A R E Q U I R E 
ACCELERATION MECHANISMS TO BE AT 
WORK… 

…AND TRANSPORT MECHANISMS THAT TAKE 
PARTICLES FROM A TO B 

SOMETIMES THE NON-THERMAL PARTICLES 
PRODUCED IN THESE SOURCES MAKE THEIR 
WAY TO THE EARTH— AT THAT POINT WE 
CALL THEM COSMIC RAYS 

FOR ALL THESE PROBLEMS, THE CRUCIAL 
I S S U E I S ST I L L T H E T R A N S P O RT O F 
CHARGED PARTICLES IN SPACE AND ENERGY
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INNER SPACE — OUTER SPACE

PARTICLE PHYSICS  
(SMALL SCALES)

UNIVERSE 
(LARGE SCALES)
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INNER SPACE — OUTER SPACE

PARTICLE PHYSICS  
(SMALL SCALES)

UNIVERSE 
(LARGE SCALES)

We parametrize the unknowns (diffusion coefficients, advection speeds) in a 
way that things seem to fit (analog to introducing dark energy and dark 
matter) but our microphysical description is far from complete

PARTICLE 
PHYSICS+PLASMA 

PHYSICS  
(SMALL SCALES)

COSMIC RAYS 
(LARGE SCALES)
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A SHORT PEDAGOGICAL 
INTRODUCTION TO  

CR TRANSPORT



COSMIC CLOCKS: CR motion is complex!

Garcia-Munoz	et	al.	1977

10Be 
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COSMIC CLOCKS: CR motion is complex!

Garcia-Munoz	et	al.	1977

Measurements of the B-Li-Be in CRs show that CR stay in the 
Galaxy for very long times >> H/c 

DIFFUSIVE TRANSPORT 
at ~10 GeV/n CR are required to stay in the Galaxy for about 100 Myr !

10Be 
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CHARGED PARTICLES IN A REGULAR B FIELD
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In the absence of an electric field one obtains  
the well known solution:

Constantpz =
 t]cos[ Vv 0x Ω=

 t]sin[ Vv 0y Ω= γ c m
B q 0=Ω

LARMOR FREQUENCY



BASICS OF CR TRANSPORT
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A charged particle moving in a field B0+b, with |b|<<B and b perpendicular to B0 is:

d~p

dt
= q

~v

c
⇥

⇣
~B0 +~b

⌘

THIS ONLY CHANGES px and py

THIS CHANGES pz = p μ

dµ

dt
=

qv

pc
(1� µ2)1/2b cos(⌦t� kz +  ), ⌦ =

qB0

mc�
Gyration Frequency

B0

bxby
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Assume that in addition to a regular field B0 there is a small perturbation b, that you can 
decompose in its Fourier modes
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Assume that in addition to a regular field B0 there is a small perturbation b, that you can 
decompose in its Fourier modes
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c2p2µ
�(k � ⌦/vµ)�t / �t Diffusion

Resonance
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Assume that in addition to a regular field B0 there is a small perturbation b, that you can 
decompose in its Fourier modes
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BASICS OF CR TRANSPORT
IF THERE ARE MANY SUCH WAVES WITH A POWER SPECTRUM F(k), THEN 

THEY DEFLECT BY 90 DEGREES IN A TIME:

THE DIFFUSION OF PARTICLES IN PITCH ANGLE ALSO IMPLIES THEIR DIFFUSION IN SPACE
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NOTICE THAT THERE ARE NO ELECTRIC FIELDS IN THESE EXPRESSIONS 

IN ASTROPHYSICAL PLASMAS, DUE TO THE VERY HIGH CONDUCTIVITY, IT IS HARD TO HAVE ELECTRIC FIELDS, 
ASIDE FROM THOSE INDUCED BY PLASMA MOTION  

THIS IS THE VERY REASON WHY IT IS TREMENDOUSLY HARD TO ACCELERATE PARTICLES TO NON-THERMAL 
ENERGIES! ONLY ELECTRIC FIELDS CAN CHANGE PARTICLE ENERGY!!! 

IN PRINCIPLE THE SMALL ELECTRIC FIELDS ASSOCIATED TO THE FACT THAT THE PERTURBATIONS ARE NON 
STATIONARY WOULD LEAD TO DIFFUSION IN MOMENTUM SPACE: THAT IS WHAT WE CALL SECOND ORDER FERMI 
ACCELERATION, PRETTY WEAK AND UNEVENTFUL PHENOMENON IN MOST CASES 

 THE EFFECT OF DIFFUSION IS TO ISOTROPIZE THE DIRECTIONS OF MOTION OF PARTICLES IN THE REFERENCE 
FRAME OF THE PERTURBATIONS 
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SELF-GENERATION 
PARTICLES AFFECT THE ENVIRONMENT
The net effect of  spatial diffusion is to reduce the momentum of  the particles in 
the z direction… forcing them, eventually, to move at the same speed as the 
waves vw

nCRmvdr ! nCRmvw ! dpCR

dt
=

nCR(vdr � vw)

⌧90

dpw
dt

= �CR
b2

8⇡vw
And requiring some balance between the two:

�CR ⇡ nCR

ni

vdr � vw
vw

⌦cyc

If  CR stream faster than the waves, the net effect of  diffusion is to make 
waves grow and make CR diffusive motion slow down… this process is 
known as self-generation of  waves 
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A TOY MODEL FOR PROTONS IN OUR GALAXY

2h

2H

HALO ~ several kpc 

DISC ~ 300 pc

Assumptions of the model: 
1. CR are injected in an  infinitely thin disc 
2. CR diffuse in the whole volume  
3. CR freely escape from a boundary

1 Q(p, z) =
Q0(p)

⇡R2
d

�(z)
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3 f(z = H, p) = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="CSRqDRv8D3jfPKzJ/Aa/Kpxi1Ks=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUkLIrgl4KRS89VrAf2C4lm2bb0Gw2JFmhLv0XXjwo4tV/481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXiA508Z1v52V1bX1jc3cVn57Z3dvv3Bw2NRxoghtkJjHqh1gTTkTtGGY4bQtFcVRwGkrGN1O/dYjVZrF4t6MJfUjPBAsZAQbKz2EpadK7VyeVdxeoeiW3RnQMvEyUoQM9V7hq9uPSRJRYQjHWnc8Vxo/xcowwukk3000lZiM8IB2LBU4otpPZxdP0KlV+iiMlS1h0Ez9PZHiSOtxFNjOCJuhXvSm4n9eJzHhtZ8yIRNDBZkvChOOTIym76M+U5QYPrYEE8XsrYgMscLE2JDyNgRv8eVl0rwoe27Zu7ssVm+yOHJwDCdQAg+uoAo1qEMDCAh4hld4c7Tz4rw7H/PWFSebOYI/cD5/ALP9j50=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CSRqDRv8D3jfPKzJ/Aa/Kpxi1Ks=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUkLIrgl4KRS89VrAf2C4lm2bb0Gw2JFmhLv0XXjwo4tV/481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXiA508Z1v52V1bX1jc3cVn57Z3dvv3Bw2NRxoghtkJjHqh1gTTkTtGGY4bQtFcVRwGkrGN1O/dYjVZrF4t6MJfUjPBAsZAQbKz2EpadK7VyeVdxeoeiW3RnQMvEyUoQM9V7hq9uPSRJRYQjHWnc8Vxo/xcowwukk3000lZiM8IB2LBU4otpPZxdP0KlV+iiMlS1h0Ez9PZHiSOtxFNjOCJuhXvSm4n9eJzHhtZ8yIRNDBZkvChOOTIym76M+U5QYPrYEE8XsrYgMscLE2JDyNgRv8eVl0rwoe27Zu7ssVm+yOHJwDCdQAg+uoAo1qEMDCAh4hld4c7Tz4rw7H/PWFSebOYI/cD5/ALP9j50=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CSRqDRv8D3jfPKzJ/Aa/Kpxi1Ks=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUkLIrgl4KRS89VrAf2C4lm2bb0Gw2JFmhLv0XXjwo4tV/481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXiA508Z1v52V1bX1jc3cVn57Z3dvv3Bw2NRxoghtkJjHqh1gTTkTtGGY4bQtFcVRwGkrGN1O/dYjVZrF4t6MJfUjPBAsZAQbKz2EpadK7VyeVdxeoeiW3RnQMvEyUoQM9V7hq9uPSRJRYQjHWnc8Vxo/xcowwukk3000lZiM8IB2LBU4otpPZxdP0KlV+iiMlS1h0Ez9PZHiSOtxFNjOCJuhXvSm4n9eJzHhtZ8yIRNDBZkvChOOTIym76M+U5QYPrYEE8XsrYgMscLE2JDyNgRv8eVl0rwoe27Zu7ssVm+yOHJwDCdQAg+uoAo1qEMDCAh4hld4c7Tz4rw7H/PWFSebOYI/cD5/ALP9j50=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CSRqDRv8D3jfPKzJ/Aa/Kpxi1Ks=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUkLIrgl4KRS89VrAf2C4lm2bb0Gw2JFmhLv0XXjwo4tV/481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXiA508Z1v52V1bX1jc3cVn57Z3dvv3Bw2NRxoghtkJjHqh1gTTkTtGGY4bQtFcVRwGkrGN1O/dYjVZrF4t6MJfUjPBAsZAQbKz2EpadK7VyeVdxeoeiW3RnQMvEyUoQM9V7hq9uPSRJRYQjHWnc8Vxo/xcowwukk3000lZiM8IB2LBU4otpPZxdP0KlV+iiMlS1h0Ez9PZHiSOtxFNjOCJuhXvSm4n9eJzHhtZ8yIRNDBZkvChOOTIym76M+U5QYPrYEE8XsrYgMscLE2JDyNgRv8eVl0rwoe27Zu7ssVm+yOHJwDCdQAg+uoAo1qEMDCAh4hld4c7Tz4rw7H/PWFSebOYI/cD5/ALP9j50=</latexit>
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A TOY MODEL FOR PROTONS IN OUR GALAXY

2h

2H

HALO ~ several kpc 

DISC ~ 300 pc

Assumptions of the model: 
1. CR are injected in an  infinitely thin disc 
2. CR diffuse in the whole volume  
3. CR freely escape from a boundary

1 Q(p, z) =
Q0(p)

⇡R2
d

�(z)
<latexit sha1_base64="dEq7O0LYmr8XS4LSNkpAj6ex2Z0=">AAACE3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWARWpGSFEE3QtGNy1bsBZoYJpNJO3SSDDMToQ19Bze+ihsXirh14863cXpZaPWHgY//nMOZ8/ucUaks68vILS2vrK7l1wsbm1vbO+buXksmqcCkiROWiI6PJGE0Jk1FFSMdLgiKfEba/uBqUm/fEyFpEt+qISduhHoxDSlGSlueedwo8ZNR+cIJBcJZw7NKvDzOHE7hjRfcVcfQCQhTqDQqQ88sWhVrKvgX7DkUwVx1z/x0ggSnEYkVZkjKrm1x5WZIKIoZGRecVBKO8AD1SFdjjCIi3Wx60xgeaSeAYSL0ixWcuj8nMhRJOYx83Rkh1ZeLtYn5X62bqvDczWjMU0ViPFsUpgyqBE4CggEVBCs21ICwoPqvEPeRTkfpGAs6BHvx5L/QqlZszY3TYu1yHkceHIBDUAI2OAM1cA3qoAkweABP4AW8Go/Gs/FmvM9ac8Z8Zh/8kvHxDc8WnDg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dEq7O0LYmr8XS4LSNkpAj6ex2Z0=">AAACE3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWARWpGSFEE3QtGNy1bsBZoYJpNJO3SSDDMToQ19Bze+ihsXirh14863cXpZaPWHgY//nMOZ8/ucUaks68vILS2vrK7l1wsbm1vbO+buXksmqcCkiROWiI6PJGE0Jk1FFSMdLgiKfEba/uBqUm/fEyFpEt+qISduhHoxDSlGSlueedwo8ZNR+cIJBcJZw7NKvDzOHE7hjRfcVcfQCQhTqDQqQ88sWhVrKvgX7DkUwVx1z/x0ggSnEYkVZkjKrm1x5WZIKIoZGRecVBKO8AD1SFdjjCIi3Wx60xgeaSeAYSL0ixWcuj8nMhRJOYx83Rkh1ZeLtYn5X62bqvDczWjMU0ViPFsUpgyqBE4CggEVBCs21ICwoPqvEPeRTkfpGAs6BHvx5L/QqlZszY3TYu1yHkceHIBDUAI2OAM1cA3qoAkweABP4AW8Go/Gs/FmvM9ac8Z8Zh/8kvHxDc8WnDg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dEq7O0LYmr8XS4LSNkpAj6ex2Z0=">AAACE3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWARWpGSFEE3QtGNy1bsBZoYJpNJO3SSDDMToQ19Bze+ihsXirh14863cXpZaPWHgY//nMOZ8/ucUaks68vILS2vrK7l1wsbm1vbO+buXksmqcCkiROWiI6PJGE0Jk1FFSMdLgiKfEba/uBqUm/fEyFpEt+qISduhHoxDSlGSlueedwo8ZNR+cIJBcJZw7NKvDzOHE7hjRfcVcfQCQhTqDQqQ88sWhVrKvgX7DkUwVx1z/x0ggSnEYkVZkjKrm1x5WZIKIoZGRecVBKO8AD1SFdjjCIi3Wx60xgeaSeAYSL0ixWcuj8nMhRJOYx83Rkh1ZeLtYn5X62bqvDczWjMU0ViPFsUpgyqBE4CggEVBCs21ICwoPqvEPeRTkfpGAs6BHvx5L/QqlZszY3TYu1yHkceHIBDUAI2OAM1cA3qoAkweABP4AW8Go/Gs/FmvM9ac8Z8Zh/8kvHxDc8WnDg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dEq7O0LYmr8XS4LSNkpAj6ex2Z0=">AAACE3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWARWpGSFEE3QtGNy1bsBZoYJpNJO3SSDDMToQ19Bze+ihsXirh14863cXpZaPWHgY//nMOZ8/ucUaks68vILS2vrK7l1wsbm1vbO+buXksmqcCkiROWiI6PJGE0Jk1FFSMdLgiKfEba/uBqUm/fEyFpEt+qISduhHoxDSlGSlueedwo8ZNR+cIJBcJZw7NKvDzOHE7hjRfcVcfQCQhTqDQqQ88sWhVrKvgX7DkUwVx1z/x0ggSnEYkVZkjKrm1x5WZIKIoZGRecVBKO8AD1SFdjjCIi3Wx60xgeaSeAYSL0ixWcuj8nMhRJOYx83Rkh1ZeLtYn5X62bqvDczWjMU0ViPFsUpgyqBE4CggEVBCs21ICwoPqvEPeRTkfpGAs6BHvx5L/QqlZszY3TYu1yHkceHIBDUAI2OAM1cA3qoAkweABP4AW8Go/Gs/FmvM9ac8Z8Zh/8kvHxDc8WnDg=</latexit>

2 � @

@z


D
@f

@z

�
= Q(p, z)

<latexit sha1_base64="SHNjRqPMSw4Ydm6MPRGBlT5ElVM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SHNjRqPMSw4Ydm6MPRGBlT5ElVM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SHNjRqPMSw4Ydm6MPRGBlT5ElVM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SHNjRqPMSw4Ydm6MPRGBlT5ElVM=">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</latexit>

3 f(z = H, p) = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="CSRqDRv8D3jfPKzJ/Aa/Kpxi1Ks=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUkLIrgl4KRS89VrAf2C4lm2bb0Gw2JFmhLv0XXjwo4tV/481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXiA508Z1v52V1bX1jc3cVn57Z3dvv3Bw2NRxoghtkJjHqh1gTTkTtGGY4bQtFcVRwGkrGN1O/dYjVZrF4t6MJfUjPBAsZAQbKz2EpadK7VyeVdxeoeiW3RnQMvEyUoQM9V7hq9uPSRJRYQjHWnc8Vxo/xcowwukk3000lZiM8IB2LBU4otpPZxdP0KlV+iiMlS1h0Ez9PZHiSOtxFNjOCJuhXvSm4n9eJzHhtZ8yIRNDBZkvChOOTIym76M+U5QYPrYEE8XsrYgMscLE2JDyNgRv8eVl0rwoe27Zu7ssVm+yOHJwDCdQAg+uoAo1qEMDCAh4hld4c7Tz4rw7H/PWFSebOYI/cD5/ALP9j50=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CSRqDRv8D3jfPKzJ/Aa/Kpxi1Ks=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUkLIrgl4KRS89VrAf2C4lm2bb0Gw2JFmhLv0XXjwo4tV/481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXiA508Z1v52V1bX1jc3cVn57Z3dvv3Bw2NRxoghtkJjHqh1gTTkTtGGY4bQtFcVRwGkrGN1O/dYjVZrF4t6MJfUjPBAsZAQbKz2EpadK7VyeVdxeoeiW3RnQMvEyUoQM9V7hq9uPSRJRYQjHWnc8Vxo/xcowwukk3000lZiM8IB2LBU4otpPZxdP0KlV+iiMlS1h0Ez9PZHiSOtxFNjOCJuhXvSm4n9eJzHhtZ8yIRNDBZkvChOOTIym76M+U5QYPrYEE8XsrYgMscLE2JDyNgRv8eVl0rwoe27Zu7ssVm+yOHJwDCdQAg+uoAo1qEMDCAh4hld4c7Tz4rw7H/PWFSebOYI/cD5/ALP9j50=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CSRqDRv8D3jfPKzJ/Aa/Kpxi1Ks=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUkLIrgl4KRS89VrAf2C4lm2bb0Gw2JFmhLv0XXjwo4tV/481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXiA508Z1v52V1bX1jc3cVn57Z3dvv3Bw2NRxoghtkJjHqh1gTTkTtGGY4bQtFcVRwGkrGN1O/dYjVZrF4t6MJfUjPBAsZAQbKz2EpadK7VyeVdxeoeiW3RnQMvEyUoQM9V7hq9uPSRJRYQjHWnc8Vxo/xcowwukk3000lZiM8IB2LBU4otpPZxdP0KlV+iiMlS1h0Ez9PZHiSOtxFNjOCJuhXvSm4n9eJzHhtZ8yIRNDBZkvChOOTIym76M+U5QYPrYEE8XsrYgMscLE2JDyNgRv8eVl0rwoe27Zu7ssVm+yOHJwDCdQAg+uoAo1qEMDCAh4hld4c7Tz4rw7H/PWFSebOYI/cD5/ALP9j50=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CSRqDRv8D3jfPKzJ/Aa/Kpxi1Ks=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUkLIrgl4KRS89VrAf2C4lm2bb0Gw2JFmhLv0XXjwo4tV/481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXiA508Z1v52V1bX1jc3cVn57Z3dvv3Bw2NRxoghtkJjHqh1gTTkTtGGY4bQtFcVRwGkrGN1O/dYjVZrF4t6MJfUjPBAsZAQbKz2EpadK7VyeVdxeoeiW3RnQMvEyUoQM9V7hq9uPSRJRYQjHWnc8Vxo/xcowwukk3000lZiM8IB2LBU4otpPZxdP0KlV+iiMlS1h0Ez9PZHiSOtxFNjOCJuhXvSm4n9eJzHhtZ8yIRNDBZkvChOOTIym76M+U5QYPrYEE8XsrYgMscLE2JDyNgRv8eVl0rwoe27Zu7ssVm+yOHJwDCdQAg+uoAo1qEMDCAh4hld4c7Tz4rw7H/PWFSebOYI/cD5/ALP9j50=</latexit>

For z≭0: 

D
@f

@z
= Constant ! f(z) = f0

⇣
1� z

H

⌘
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A TOY MODEL FOR PROTONS IN OUR GALAXY

2h

2H

HALO ~ several kpc 

DISC ~ 300 pc

Assumptions of the model: 
1. CR are injected in an  infinitely thin disc 
2. CR diffuse in the whole volume  
3. CR freely escape from a boundary

1 Q(p, z) =
Q0(p)

⇡R2
d

�(z)
<latexit sha1_base64="dEq7O0LYmr8XS4LSNkpAj6ex2Z0=">AAACE3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWARWpGSFEE3QtGNy1bsBZoYJpNJO3SSDDMToQ19Bze+ihsXirh14863cXpZaPWHgY//nMOZ8/ucUaks68vILS2vrK7l1wsbm1vbO+buXksmqcCkiROWiI6PJGE0Jk1FFSMdLgiKfEba/uBqUm/fEyFpEt+qISduhHoxDSlGSlueedwo8ZNR+cIJBcJZw7NKvDzOHE7hjRfcVcfQCQhTqDQqQ88sWhVrKvgX7DkUwVx1z/x0ggSnEYkVZkjKrm1x5WZIKIoZGRecVBKO8AD1SFdjjCIi3Wx60xgeaSeAYSL0ixWcuj8nMhRJOYx83Rkh1ZeLtYn5X62bqvDczWjMU0ViPFsUpgyqBE4CggEVBCs21ICwoPqvEPeRTkfpGAs6BHvx5L/QqlZszY3TYu1yHkceHIBDUAI2OAM1cA3qoAkweABP4AW8Go/Gs/FmvM9ac8Z8Zh/8kvHxDc8WnDg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dEq7O0LYmr8XS4LSNkpAj6ex2Z0=">AAACE3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWARWpGSFEE3QtGNy1bsBZoYJpNJO3SSDDMToQ19Bze+ihsXirh14863cXpZaPWHgY//nMOZ8/ucUaks68vILS2vrK7l1wsbm1vbO+buXksmqcCkiROWiI6PJGE0Jk1FFSMdLgiKfEba/uBqUm/fEyFpEt+qISduhHoxDSlGSlueedwo8ZNR+cIJBcJZw7NKvDzOHE7hjRfcVcfQCQhTqDQqQ88sWhVrKvgX7DkUwVx1z/x0ggSnEYkVZkjKrm1x5WZIKIoZGRecVBKO8AD1SFdjjCIi3Wx60xgeaSeAYSL0ixWcuj8nMhRJOYx83Rkh1ZeLtYn5X62bqvDczWjMU0ViPFsUpgyqBE4CggEVBCs21ICwoPqvEPeRTkfpGAs6BHvx5L/QqlZszY3TYu1yHkceHIBDUAI2OAM1cA3qoAkweABP4AW8Go/Gs/FmvM9ac8Z8Zh/8kvHxDc8WnDg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dEq7O0LYmr8XS4LSNkpAj6ex2Z0=">AAACE3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWARWpGSFEE3QtGNy1bsBZoYJpNJO3SSDDMToQ19Bze+ihsXirh14863cXpZaPWHgY//nMOZ8/ucUaks68vILS2vrK7l1wsbm1vbO+buXksmqcCkiROWiI6PJGE0Jk1FFSMdLgiKfEba/uBqUm/fEyFpEt+qISduhHoxDSlGSlueedwo8ZNR+cIJBcJZw7NKvDzOHE7hjRfcVcfQCQhTqDQqQ88sWhVrKvgX7DkUwVx1z/x0ggSnEYkVZkjKrm1x5WZIKIoZGRecVBKO8AD1SFdjjCIi3Wx60xgeaSeAYSL0ixWcuj8nMhRJOYx83Rkh1ZeLtYn5X62bqvDczWjMU0ViPFsUpgyqBE4CggEVBCs21ICwoPqvEPeRTkfpGAs6BHvx5L/QqlZszY3TYu1yHkceHIBDUAI2OAM1cA3qoAkweABP4AW8Go/Gs/FmvM9ac8Z8Zh/8kvHxDc8WnDg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dEq7O0LYmr8XS4LSNkpAj6ex2Z0=">AAACE3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWARWpGSFEE3QtGNy1bsBZoYJpNJO3SSDDMToQ19Bze+ihsXirh14863cXpZaPWHgY//nMOZ8/ucUaks68vILS2vrK7l1wsbm1vbO+buXksmqcCkiROWiI6PJGE0Jk1FFSMdLgiKfEba/uBqUm/fEyFpEt+qISduhHoxDSlGSlueedwo8ZNR+cIJBcJZw7NKvDzOHE7hjRfcVcfQCQhTqDQqQ88sWhVrKvgX7DkUwVx1z/x0ggSnEYkVZkjKrm1x5WZIKIoZGRecVBKO8AD1SFdjjCIi3Wx60xgeaSeAYSL0ixWcuj8nMhRJOYx83Rkh1ZeLtYn5X62bqvDczWjMU0ViPFsUpgyqBE4CggEVBCs21ICwoPqvEPeRTkfpGAs6BHvx5L/QqlZszY3TYu1yHkceHIBDUAI2OAM1cA3qoAkweABP4AW8Go/Gs/FmvM9ac8Z8Zh/8kvHxDc8WnDg=</latexit>

2 � @

@z


D
@f

@z

�
= Q(p, z)

<latexit sha1_base64="SHNjRqPMSw4Ydm6MPRGBlT5ElVM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SHNjRqPMSw4Ydm6MPRGBlT5ElVM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SHNjRqPMSw4Ydm6MPRGBlT5ElVM=">AAACO3icbZBLSwMxFIUz9VXrq+rSTbAIFbTMiKAboagLl63YB3SGkkkzbWjmQXJHaIf+Lzf+CXdu3LhQxK17M20RW70Q+Dj3XG7ucSPBFZjms5FZWFxaXsmu5tbWNza38ts7dRXGkrIaDUUomy5RTPCA1YCDYM1IMuK7gjXc/lXab9wzqXgY3MEgYo5PugH3OCWgpXb+9tj2JKGJHREJnIjRD+HhyBbMgxa+xrMe7M26JO/2wMEXuFqMjoaH7XzBLJnjwn/BmkIBTavSzj/ZnZDGPguACqJUyzIjcJJ0ARVslLNjxSJC+6TLWhoD4jPlJOPbR/hAKx3shVK/APBY/T2REF+pge9qp0+gp+Z7qfhfrxWDd+4kPIhiYAGdLPJigSHEaZC4wyWjIAYaCJVc/xXTHtE5gY47p0Ow5k/+C/WTkqW5elooX07jyKI9tI+KyEJnqIxuUAXVEEUP6AW9oXfj0Xg1PozPiTVjTGd20UwZX98zXa6s</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SHNjRqPMSw4Ydm6MPRGBlT5ElVM=">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</latexit>

3 f(z = H, p) = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="CSRqDRv8D3jfPKzJ/Aa/Kpxi1Ks=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUkLIrgl4KRS89VrAf2C4lm2bb0Gw2JFmhLv0XXjwo4tV/481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXiA508Z1v52V1bX1jc3cVn57Z3dvv3Bw2NRxoghtkJjHqh1gTTkTtGGY4bQtFcVRwGkrGN1O/dYjVZrF4t6MJfUjPBAsZAQbKz2EpadK7VyeVdxeoeiW3RnQMvEyUoQM9V7hq9uPSRJRYQjHWnc8Vxo/xcowwukk3000lZiM8IB2LBU4otpPZxdP0KlV+iiMlS1h0Ez9PZHiSOtxFNjOCJuhXvSm4n9eJzHhtZ8yIRNDBZkvChOOTIym76M+U5QYPrYEE8XsrYgMscLE2JDyNgRv8eVl0rwoe27Zu7ssVm+yOHJwDCdQAg+uoAo1qEMDCAh4hld4c7Tz4rw7H/PWFSebOYI/cD5/ALP9j50=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CSRqDRv8D3jfPKzJ/Aa/Kpxi1Ks=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUkLIrgl4KRS89VrAf2C4lm2bb0Gw2JFmhLv0XXjwo4tV/481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXiA508Z1v52V1bX1jc3cVn57Z3dvv3Bw2NRxoghtkJjHqh1gTTkTtGGY4bQtFcVRwGkrGN1O/dYjVZrF4t6MJfUjPBAsZAQbKz2EpadK7VyeVdxeoeiW3RnQMvEyUoQM9V7hq9uPSRJRYQjHWnc8Vxo/xcowwukk3000lZiM8IB2LBU4otpPZxdP0KlV+iiMlS1h0Ez9PZHiSOtxFNjOCJuhXvSm4n9eJzHhtZ8yIRNDBZkvChOOTIym76M+U5QYPrYEE8XsrYgMscLE2JDyNgRv8eVl0rwoe27Zu7ssVm+yOHJwDCdQAg+uoAo1qEMDCAh4hld4c7Tz4rw7H/PWFSebOYI/cD5/ALP9j50=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CSRqDRv8D3jfPKzJ/Aa/Kpxi1Ks=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUkLIrgl4KRS89VrAf2C4lm2bb0Gw2JFmhLv0XXjwo4tV/481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXiA508Z1v52V1bX1jc3cVn57Z3dvv3Bw2NRxoghtkJjHqh1gTTkTtGGY4bQtFcVRwGkrGN1O/dYjVZrF4t6MJfUjPBAsZAQbKz2EpadK7VyeVdxeoeiW3RnQMvEyUoQM9V7hq9uPSRJRYQjHWnc8Vxo/xcowwukk3000lZiM8IB2LBU4otpPZxdP0KlV+iiMlS1h0Ez9PZHiSOtxFNjOCJuhXvSm4n9eJzHhtZ8yIRNDBZkvChOOTIym76M+U5QYPrYEE8XsrYgMscLE2JDyNgRv8eVl0rwoe27Zu7ssVm+yOHJwDCdQAg+uoAo1qEMDCAh4hld4c7Tz4rw7H/PWFSebOYI/cD5/ALP9j50=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CSRqDRv8D3jfPKzJ/Aa/Kpxi1Ks=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUkLIrgl4KRS89VrAf2C4lm2bb0Gw2JFmhLv0XXjwo4tV/481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXiA508Z1v52V1bX1jc3cVn57Z3dvv3Bw2NRxoghtkJjHqh1gTTkTtGGY4bQtFcVRwGkrGN1O/dYjVZrF4t6MJfUjPBAsZAQbKz2EpadK7VyeVdxeoeiW3RnQMvEyUoQM9V7hq9uPSRJRYQjHWnc8Vxo/xcowwukk3000lZiM8IB2LBU4otpPZxdP0KlV+iiMlS1h0Ez9PZHiSOtxFNjOCJuhXvSm4n9eJzHhtZ8yIRNDBZkvChOOTIym76M+U5QYPrYEE8XsrYgMscLE2JDyNgRv8eVl0rwoe27Zu7ssVm+yOHJwDCdQAg+uoAo1qEMDCAh4hld4c7Tz4rw7H/PWFSebOYI/cD5/ALP9j50=</latexit>

For z≭0: 

D
@f

@z
= Constant ! f(z) = f0

⇣
1� z

H

⌘

Rd
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DIFFUSION EQUATION

FREE ESCAPE BOUNDARY



A TOY MODEL FOR OUR GALAXY

� @

@z


D
@f

@z

�
=

Q0(p)

⇡R2
d

�(z)
<latexit sha1_base64="XXhpQyZQ2cs9UK7JC/fGKhZ9qcc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XXhpQyZQ2cs9UK7JC/fGKhZ9qcc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XXhpQyZQ2cs9UK7JC/fGKhZ9qcc=">AAACV3icbZHPS9xAFMcn8de6Vrtbj14GF2E9KIkU2osgtgePKl0VNmmYTF52ByeTMPMi7Ib8k6UX/5VedLIG6aoPBj583/fxZr4TF1IY9LxHx11ZXVvf6Gx2tz5t73zu9b/cmLzUHEY8l7m+i5kBKRSMUKCEu0IDy2IJt/H9j6Z/+wDaiFz9wlkBYcYmSqSCM7RS1FNHQaoZr4KCaRRM1q9E53UgIcUx/UmXPTRddmkxmWJIT1vbVeQNi8PGIuh1lPw+qWmQgEQ2nB9GvYF37C2Kvge/hQFp6zLq/QmSnJcZKOSSGTP2vQLDqlnOJdTdoDRQMH7PJjC2qFgGJqwWudT0wCoJTXNtj0K6UP+fqFhmzCyLrTNjODVve434UW9cYvo9rIQqSgTFXxalpaSY0yZkmggNHOXMAuNa2LtSPmU2HLRf0bUh+G+f/B5uTo59y1dfB2fnbRwdskf2yZD45Bs5IxfkkowIJ3/JP2fFWXUenSd33e28WF2nndklS+X2nwEBZLTl</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XXhpQyZQ2cs9UK7JC/fGKhZ9qcc=">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</latexit>

Let us now integrate the diffusion equation around z=0 

and recalling that 

�2D
@f

@z
|z=0+ =

Q0(p)

⇡R2
d

<latexit sha1_base64="dWW41u5N6G3NdixeL/e1J42PvOE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dWW41u5N6G3NdixeL/e1J42PvOE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dWW41u5N6G3NdixeL/e1J42PvOE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dWW41u5N6G3NdixeL/e1J42PvOE=">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</latexit>

Rate of  
injection per  
unit volume 

Diffusion  
Time 

Since Q0(p)~p-γ and D(p)~pδ 

f0(p) ~ p-γ-δ

f0(p) =
Q0(p)

2⇡R2
d

H

D
=

Q0(p)

2⇡R2
dH

H
2

D
<latexit sha1_base64="pPwlM0slNd8uLiTvnud2HiUhjy0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pPwlM0slNd8uLiTvnud2HiUhjy0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pPwlM0slNd8uLiTvnud2HiUhjy0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pPwlM0slNd8uLiTvnud2HiUhjy0=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="8tvwTCtOTMDVkwvZqv/Y56EgvXM=">AAACJXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWARBLEkIujCQlEXXVawF2himEwn7dDJhZmJ0Ma8jBtfxY0LiwiufBUnbUVt/WHg4z/ncOb8bsSokIbxoeUWFpeWV/KrhbX1jc0tfXunIcKYY1LHIQt5y0WCMBqQuqSSkVbECfJdRppu/yqrN+8JFzQMbuUgIraPugH1KEZSWY5+cQ0tjyOcWBHikiIGvfSHhyl8cJJh2bg7SsvwGH43e46RJtXU0YtGyRgLzoM5hSKYquboI6sT4tgngcQMCdE2jUjaSbYNM5IWrFiQCOE+6pK2wgD5RNjJ+MoUHiinA72QqxdIOHZ/TyTIF2Lgu6rTR7InZmuZ+V+tHUvv3E5oEMWSBHiyyIsZlCHMIoMdygmWbKAAYU7VXyHuIZWDVMEWVAjm7Mnz0DgpmYpvTouVy2kcebAH9sEhMMEZqIAqqIE6wOARPINXMNKetBftTXuftOa06cwu+CPt8wt7XaSX</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8tvwTCtOTMDVkwvZqv/Y56EgvXM=">AAACJXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWARBLEkIujCQlEXXVawF2himEwn7dDJhZmJ0Ma8jBtfxY0LiwiufBUnbUVt/WHg4z/ncOb8bsSokIbxoeUWFpeWV/KrhbX1jc0tfXunIcKYY1LHIQt5y0WCMBqQuqSSkVbECfJdRppu/yqrN+8JFzQMbuUgIraPugH1KEZSWY5+cQ0tjyOcWBHikiIGvfSHhyl8cJJh2bg7SsvwGH43e46RJtXU0YtGyRgLzoM5hSKYquboI6sT4tgngcQMCdE2jUjaSbYNM5IWrFiQCOE+6pK2wgD5RNjJ+MoUHiinA72QqxdIOHZ/TyTIF2Lgu6rTR7InZmuZ+V+tHUvv3E5oEMWSBHiyyIsZlCHMIoMdygmWbKAAYU7VXyHuIZWDVMEWVAjm7Mnz0DgpmYpvTouVy2kcebAH9sEhMMEZqIAqqIE6wOARPINXMNKetBftTXuftOa06cwu+CPt8wt7XaSX</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8tvwTCtOTMDVkwvZqv/Y56EgvXM=">AAACJXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWARBLEkIujCQlEXXVawF2himEwn7dDJhZmJ0Ma8jBtfxY0LiwiufBUnbUVt/WHg4z/ncOb8bsSokIbxoeUWFpeWV/KrhbX1jc0tfXunIcKYY1LHIQt5y0WCMBqQuqSSkVbECfJdRppu/yqrN+8JFzQMbuUgIraPugH1KEZSWY5+cQ0tjyOcWBHikiIGvfSHhyl8cJJh2bg7SsvwGH43e46RJtXU0YtGyRgLzoM5hSKYquboI6sT4tgngcQMCdE2jUjaSbYNM5IWrFiQCOE+6pK2wgD5RNjJ+MoUHiinA72QqxdIOHZ/TyTIF2Lgu6rTR7InZmuZ+V+tHUvv3E5oEMWSBHiyyIsZlCHMIoMdygmWbKAAYU7VXyHuIZWDVMEWVAjm7Mnz0DgpmYpvTouVy2kcebAH9sEhMMEZqIAqqIE6wOARPINXMNKetBftTXuftOa06cwu+CPt8wt7XaSX</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8tvwTCtOTMDVkwvZqv/Y56EgvXM=">AAACJXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWARBLEkIujCQlEXXVawF2himEwn7dDJhZmJ0Ma8jBtfxY0LiwiufBUnbUVt/WHg4z/ncOb8bsSokIbxoeUWFpeWV/KrhbX1jc0tfXunIcKYY1LHIQt5y0WCMBqQuqSSkVbECfJdRppu/yqrN+8JFzQMbuUgIraPugH1KEZSWY5+cQ0tjyOcWBHikiIGvfSHhyl8cJJh2bg7SsvwGH43e46RJtXU0YtGyRgLzoM5hSKYquboI6sT4tgngcQMCdE2jUjaSbYNM5IWrFiQCOE+6pK2wgD5RNjJ+MoUHiinA72QqxdIOHZ/TyTIF2Lgu6rTR7InZmuZ+V+tHUvv3E5oEMWSBHiyyIsZlCHMIoMdygmWbKAAYU7VXyHuIZWDVMEWVAjm7Mnz0DgpmYpvTouVy2kcebAH9sEhMMEZqIAqqIE6wOARPINXMNKetBftTXuftOa06cwu+CPt8wt7XaSX</latexit>



MEANING OF FREE ESCAPE BOUNDARY?
The physics of CR transport is as much regulated by diffusion as it is by boundary 
conditions (this is true for toy models as well as it is for GALPROP)

What does “free escape” mean?

Conservation of flux at the boundary implies:

f(z = H, p) = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="CSRqDRv8D3jfPKzJ/Aa/Kpxi1Ks=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUkLIrgl4KRS89VrAf2C4lm2bb0Gw2JFmhLv0XXjwo4tV/481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXiA508Z1v52V1bX1jc3cVn57Z3dvv3Bw2NRxoghtkJjHqh1gTTkTtGGY4bQtFcVRwGkrGN1O/dYjVZrF4t6MJfUjPBAsZAQbKz2EpadK7VyeVdxeoeiW3RnQMvEyUoQM9V7hq9uPSRJRYQjHWnc8Vxo/xcowwukk3000lZiM8IB2LBU4otpPZxdP0KlV+iiMlS1h0Ez9PZHiSOtxFNjOCJuhXvSm4n9eJzHhtZ8yIRNDBZkvChOOTIym76M+U5QYPrYEE8XsrYgMscLE2JDyNgRv8eVl0rwoe27Zu7ssVm+yOHJwDCdQAg+uoAo1qEMDCAh4hld4c7Tz4rw7H/PWFSebOYI/cD5/ALP9j50=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CSRqDRv8D3jfPKzJ/Aa/Kpxi1Ks=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUkLIrgl4KRS89VrAf2C4lm2bb0Gw2JFmhLv0XXjwo4tV/481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXiA508Z1v52V1bX1jc3cVn57Z3dvv3Bw2NRxoghtkJjHqh1gTTkTtGGY4bQtFcVRwGkrGN1O/dYjVZrF4t6MJfUjPBAsZAQbKz2EpadK7VyeVdxeoeiW3RnQMvEyUoQM9V7hq9uPSRJRYQjHWnc8Vxo/xcowwukk3000lZiM8IB2LBU4otpPZxdP0KlV+iiMlS1h0Ez9PZHiSOtxFNjOCJuhXvSm4n9eJzHhtZ8yIRNDBZkvChOOTIym76M+U5QYPrYEE8XsrYgMscLE2JDyNgRv8eVl0rwoe27Zu7ssVm+yOHJwDCdQAg+uoAo1qEMDCAh4hld4c7Tz4rw7H/PWFSebOYI/cD5/ALP9j50=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CSRqDRv8D3jfPKzJ/Aa/Kpxi1Ks=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUkLIrgl4KRS89VrAf2C4lm2bb0Gw2JFmhLv0XXjwo4tV/481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXiA508Z1v52V1bX1jc3cVn57Z3dvv3Bw2NRxoghtkJjHqh1gTTkTtGGY4bQtFcVRwGkrGN1O/dYjVZrF4t6MJfUjPBAsZAQbKz2EpadK7VyeVdxeoeiW3RnQMvEyUoQM9V7hq9uPSRJRYQjHWnc8Vxo/xcowwukk3000lZiM8IB2LBU4otpPZxdP0KlV+iiMlS1h0Ez9PZHiSOtxFNjOCJuhXvSm4n9eJzHhtZ8yIRNDBZkvChOOTIym76M+U5QYPrYEE8XsrYgMscLE2JDyNgRv8eVl0rwoe27Zu7ssVm+yOHJwDCdQAg+uoAo1qEMDCAh4hld4c7Tz4rw7H/PWFSebOYI/cD5/ALP9j50=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CSRqDRv8D3jfPKzJ/Aa/Kpxi1Ks=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUkLIrgl4KRS89VrAf2C4lm2bb0Gw2JFmhLv0XXjwo4tV/481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXiA508Z1v52V1bX1jc3cVn57Z3dvv3Bw2NRxoghtkJjHqh1gTTkTtGGY4bQtFcVRwGkrGN1O/dYjVZrF4t6MJfUjPBAsZAQbKz2EpadK7VyeVdxeoeiW3RnQMvEyUoQM9V7hq9uPSRJRYQjHWnc8Vxo/xcowwukk3000lZiM8IB2LBU4otpPZxdP0KlV+iiMlS1h0Ez9PZHiSOtxFNjOCJuhXvSm4n9eJzHhtZ8yIRNDBZkvChOOTIym76M+U5QYPrYEE8XsrYgMscLE2JDyNgRv8eVl0rwoe27Zu7ssVm+yOHJwDCdQAg+uoAo1qEMDCAh4hld4c7Tz4rw7H/PWFSebOYI/cD5/ALP9j50=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="i/lFXHGc+NtbqINzDk/bK6vlVco=">AAACInicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNsAiuyowK6qJQ1EWXFewD2mHIpJk2NPMgyQhtnG9x46+4caGoK8GPMdMOqK0HAodzzuXmHi9mVEjL+jQWFpeWV1YLa8X1jc2tbXNntymihGPSwBGLeNtDgjAakoakkpF2zAkKPEZa3vAq81t3hAsahbdyFBMnQP2Q+hQjqSXXvLju+hxh1Y0RlxQx6Kc/fJzeu2pcqaWVaQin6iSFvquiRKauWbLK1gRwntg5KYEcddd87/YinAQklJghITq2FUtHZbswI2mxmwgSIzxEfdLRNEQBEY6anJjCQ630oB9x/UIJJ+rvCYUCIUaBp5MBkgMx62Xif14nkf65o2gYJ5KEeLrITxiUEcz6gj3KCZZspAnCnOq/QjxAug2pWy3qEuzZk+dJ87hsW2X75rRUvczrKIB9cACOgA3OQBXUQB00AAYP4Am8gFfj0Xg23oyPaXTByGf2wB8YX9+M7qWF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i/lFXHGc+NtbqINzDk/bK6vlVco=">AAACInicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNsAiuyowK6qJQ1EWXFewD2mHIpJk2NPMgyQhtnG9x46+4caGoK8GPMdMOqK0HAodzzuXmHi9mVEjL+jQWFpeWV1YLa8X1jc2tbXNntymihGPSwBGLeNtDgjAakoakkpF2zAkKPEZa3vAq81t3hAsahbdyFBMnQP2Q+hQjqSXXvLju+hxh1Y0RlxQx6Kc/fJzeu2pcqaWVaQin6iSFvquiRKauWbLK1gRwntg5KYEcddd87/YinAQklJghITq2FUtHZbswI2mxmwgSIzxEfdLRNEQBEY6anJjCQ630oB9x/UIJJ+rvCYUCIUaBp5MBkgMx62Xif14nkf65o2gYJ5KEeLrITxiUEcz6gj3KCZZspAnCnOq/QjxAug2pWy3qEuzZk+dJ87hsW2X75rRUvczrKIB9cACOgA3OQBXUQB00AAYP4Am8gFfj0Xg23oyPaXTByGf2wB8YX9+M7qWF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i/lFXHGc+NtbqINzDk/bK6vlVco=">AAACInicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNsAiuyowK6qJQ1EWXFewD2mHIpJk2NPMgyQhtnG9x46+4caGoK8GPMdMOqK0HAodzzuXmHi9mVEjL+jQWFpeWV1YLa8X1jc2tbXNntymihGPSwBGLeNtDgjAakoakkpF2zAkKPEZa3vAq81t3hAsahbdyFBMnQP2Q+hQjqSXXvLju+hxh1Y0RlxQx6Kc/fJzeu2pcqaWVaQin6iSFvquiRKauWbLK1gRwntg5KYEcddd87/YinAQklJghITq2FUtHZbswI2mxmwgSIzxEfdLRNEQBEY6anJjCQ630oB9x/UIJJ+rvCYUCIUaBp5MBkgMx62Xif14nkf65o2gYJ5KEeLrITxiUEcz6gj3KCZZspAnCnOq/QjxAug2pWy3qEuzZk+dJ87hsW2X75rRUvczrKIB9cACOgA3OQBXUQB00AAYP4Am8gFfj0Xg23oyPaXTByGf2wB8YX9+M7qWF</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i/lFXHGc+NtbqINzDk/bK6vlVco=">AAACInicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNsAiuyowK6qJQ1EWXFewD2mHIpJk2NPMgyQhtnG9x46+4caGoK8GPMdMOqK0HAodzzuXmHi9mVEjL+jQWFpeWV1YLa8X1jc2tbXNntymihGPSwBGLeNtDgjAakoakkpF2zAkKPEZa3vAq81t3hAsahbdyFBMnQP2Q+hQjqSXXvLju+hxh1Y0RlxQx6Kc/fJzeu2pcqaWVaQin6iSFvquiRKauWbLK1gRwntg5KYEcddd87/YinAQklJghITq2FUtHZbswI2mxmwgSIzxEfdLRNEQBEY6anJjCQ630oB9x/UIJJ+rvCYUCIUaBp5MBkgMx62Xif14nkf65o2gYJ5KEeLrITxiUEcz6gj3KCZZspAnCnOq/QjxAug2pWy3qEuzZk+dJ87hsW2X75rRUvczrKIB9cACOgA3OQBXUQB00AAYP4Am8gFfj0Xg23oyPaXTByGf2wB8YX9+M7qWF</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="9Mjkd4bMvVvj3vhepyjttYcwHc4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9Mjkd4bMvVvj3vhepyjttYcwHc4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9Mjkd4bMvVvj3vhepyjttYcwHc4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9Mjkd4bMvVvj3vhepyjttYcwHc4=">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</latexit>

Beware that despite the great importance of this assumption we do not have any handle 
on what determines the halo size or wether the halo size depends on energy (but see Evoli, 
PB, Aloisio & Morlino 2018 for a theoretical approach to this important topic)
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SECONDARY/PRIMARY: B/C

Evidence for CR diffusive transport

GRAMMAGE:

primary equilibrium

rate of secondary injection

secondary equilibrium

npr(E/n) / Q(E/n)⌧diff (E/n)

qsec(E/n) ⇡ npr(E/n)�vngas

nsec(E/n) ⇡ qsec(E/n)⌧diff (E/n)

nsec

npr
⇡ �

mp
[vngasmp⌧diff ]

X(E/n) / ⌧diff (E/n) ⇠ 1/D(E/n)

Momentum/Charge [GV]
10 210 310

B/
C

0.03
0.04
0.05
0.06

0.1

0.2

0.3
0.4

11 million nuclei 

M. Aguilar et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 117, 231101 (2016) 

Boron-to-Carbon  Ratio 
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PHENOMENOLOGY VS OBSERVATIONS OF 
NUCLEI (H, HE, …) 



DESCRIPTION OF TRANSPORT OF NUCLEI

3

between z = 0� and z = 0+ one gets:

D(p)

@f

@z

�

2

�

D(p)

@f

@z

�

1

+
1
3
(u2�u1) p

@f0(p)
@p

+q0(p) = 0,

(3)

where f0(p) is the distribution function of accelerated par-
ticles at the shock location, z = 0. Imposing homogeneity
downstream implies that
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which can be easily solved with the boundary condition that
f(z = �1, p) = g(p). The particle distribution function
at the shock, that takes into account both acceleration of
injected particles and reacceleration of seed particles is then
easily derived and reads:
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where we introduced the shock velocity vsh = u1. Here, as
usual, s = 3r/(r � 1) with r = u1/u2 (compression factor
at the shock). We introduced a momentum p0 representing
the minimum momentum of seed particles: such momentum
may or may not be the same as pinj . In any case, for the
spectra of seed particles considered in this manuscript the
choice of p0 has no practical implications, provided is low
enough (below ⇠ GeV), because the integral in equation (5)
is typically dominated by the upper integration limit. For a
strong shock, one has that r ! 4 and s ! 4. It is worth re-
calling that whenever the spectrum of seeds is steeper than
⇠ p

�s, the spectrum of reaccelerated particles asymptoti-
cally approaches ⇠ p

�s. For the shocks we are interested in,
s ⇠ 4. The spectra of seeds we consider (spectra of primary
and secondary nuclei in the Galaxy) are always steeper than
p
�4, at least at energies & 10 GeV/n. This implies that the

second term in equation (5) always returns a contribution
to f0 that is close to ⇠ p

�s. For primary nuclei, this con-
tribution is expected to a↵ect mainly the normalization but
not the spectrum. On the other hand, for secondary nuclei
the first term vanished and the second term again returns
a contribution that is close to ⇠ p

�s. Since the spectrum of
secondary nuclei in the Galaxy at high enough energies is
/ E

���� (where � defines the energy dependence of the dif-
fusion coe�cient), it is clear that the e↵ect of reaccelerated
secondary nuclei is bound to become dominant above some
critical energy, that will be estimated in the next section.

3 GALACTIC TRANSPORT OF COSMIC
RAYS IN THE PRESENCE OF
REACCELERATION

In the assumption that the sources are all located in a thin
disc with half-thickness hd where the gas, with density nd,
is also embedded, the stationary transport equation in one
spatial dimension for nuclei of type ↵ reads:
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where D↵(p) is the di↵usion coe�cient, F↵(p, z) is the par-
ticle distribution function of nuclei of type ↵. The cross sec-
tions �↵ and �↵0!↵ refer to the cross sections for spallation
of the element ↵ and the cross section for spallation of the
nucleus ↵

0 to a nucleus ↵. The source term and the spalla-
tion terms in equation (6) are written in the assumption that
both take place in an infinitely thin region. This assumption
holds for as long as the thickness of the disc is much smaller
than the size of the halo and of the range where spallation
losses become dominant. In other words: hd ⌧ (D(p)⌧sp)

1/2,
where ⌧sp is the time scale for spallation reactions. For the
situations of interest for us this condition is always satisfied.
Notice that in the last term of equation (6) we took into ac-
count that in the spallation reaction a nucleus of type ↵ with
momentum p is produced by a nucleus of type ↵

0 with mo-
mentum p

0, chosen in such a way that p and p
0 correspond to

the same kinetic energy per nucleon, namely p
0 = (A0

/A)p,
where A and A

0 are the two mass numbers.
The injection term in equation (6) can be easily con-

nected with the distribution function f0 of accelerated par-
ticles in §2:

q0,↵(p) =
f0,↵(p)VSNRSN
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where we have implicitly assumed that the sites where CR
acceleration takes place are the shocks of supernova rem-
nants and SNe explode at a rate RSN . Here VSN is the total
volume of a SNR filled with energetic particles and Rd is
the radius of the disc of the Galaxy. For simplicity here we
assumed that the injection is homogeneous across the disc of
the Galaxy. The volume VSN is a parameter of the problem:
it is clear that this setup is not necessarily very realistic but
it is not easy to go beyond it, since in principle one should
follow the time dependence of the acceleration process and
of the SN evolution, that are both rather di�cult to model.
For the purpose of illustrating the importance of reaccelera-
tion, the parameter VSN is meaningful because it regulates
the probability for a CR particle to re-cross a SN shock and
be re-energized.

It is useful, following Jones et al. (2001), to introduce,
for each nucleus of type ↵, the flux as a function of the
kinetic energy per nucleon Ek: I(Ek)dEk = p

2
v(p)F (p)dp,

where v(p) is the velocity of the nucleus. It can be easily
shown that:

I↵(Ek) = Ap
2
F↵(p). (8)

Using this transformation in equation (6), we obtain the
following equation for I↵(Ek):
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where we used explicitly the fact that spallation reactions
conserve kinetic energy per nucleon. The injection term
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where we introduced the shock velocity vsh = u1. Here, as
usual, s = 3r/(r � 1) with r = u1/u2 (compression factor
at the shock). We introduced a momentum p0 representing
the minimum momentum of seed particles: such momentum
may or may not be the same as pinj . In any case, for the
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acceleration takes place are the shocks of supernova rem-
nants and SNe explode at a rate RSN . Here VSN is the total
volume of a SNR filled with energetic particles and Rd is
the radius of the disc of the Galaxy. For simplicity here we
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it is clear that this setup is not necessarily very realistic but
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follow the time dependence of the acceleration process and
of the SN evolution, that are both rather di�cult to model.
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where we introduced the shock velocity vsh = u1. Here, as
usual, s = 3r/(r � 1) with r = u1/u2 (compression factor
at the shock). We introduced a momentum p0 representing
the minimum momentum of seed particles: such momentum
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where we have implicitly assumed that the sites where CR
acceleration takes place are the shocks of supernova rem-
nants and SNe explode at a rate RSN . Here VSN is the total
volume of a SNR filled with energetic particles and Rd is
the radius of the disc of the Galaxy. For simplicity here we
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the Galaxy. The volume VSN is a parameter of the problem:
it is clear that this setup is not necessarily very realistic but
it is not easy to go beyond it, since in principle one should
follow the time dependence of the acceleration process and
of the SN evolution, that are both rather di�cult to model.
For the purpose of illustrating the importance of reaccelera-
tion, the parameter VSN is meaningful because it regulates
the probability for a CR particle to re-cross a SN shock and
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where f0(p) is the distribution function of accelerated par-
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which can be easily solved with the boundary condition that
f(z = �1, p) = g(p). The particle distribution function
at the shock, that takes into account both acceleration of
injected particles and reacceleration of seed particles is then
easily derived and reads:
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where we introduced the shock velocity vsh = u1. Here, as
usual, s = 3r/(r � 1) with r = u1/u2 (compression factor
at the shock). We introduced a momentum p0 representing
the minimum momentum of seed particles: such momentum
may or may not be the same as pinj . In any case, for the
spectra of seed particles considered in this manuscript the
choice of p0 has no practical implications, provided is low
enough (below ⇠ GeV), because the integral in equation (5)
is typically dominated by the upper integration limit. For a
strong shock, one has that r ! 4 and s ! 4. It is worth re-
calling that whenever the spectrum of seeds is steeper than
⇠ p

�s, the spectrum of reaccelerated particles asymptoti-
cally approaches ⇠ p

�s. For the shocks we are interested in,
s ⇠ 4. The spectra of seeds we consider (spectra of primary
and secondary nuclei in the Galaxy) are always steeper than
p
�4, at least at energies & 10 GeV/n. This implies that the

second term in equation (5) always returns a contribution
to f0 that is close to ⇠ p

�s. For primary nuclei, this con-
tribution is expected to a↵ect mainly the normalization but
not the spectrum. On the other hand, for secondary nuclei
the first term vanished and the second term again returns
a contribution that is close to ⇠ p

�s. Since the spectrum of
secondary nuclei in the Galaxy at high enough energies is
/ E

���� (where � defines the energy dependence of the dif-
fusion coe�cient), it is clear that the e↵ect of reaccelerated
secondary nuclei is bound to become dominant above some
critical energy, that will be estimated in the next section.

3 GALACTIC TRANSPORT OF COSMIC
RAYS IN THE PRESENCE OF
REACCELERATION

In the assumption that the sources are all located in a thin
disc with half-thickness hd where the gas, with density nd,
is also embedded, the stationary transport equation in one
spatial dimension for nuclei of type ↵ reads:
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where D↵(p) is the di↵usion coe�cient, F↵(p, z) is the par-
ticle distribution function of nuclei of type ↵. The cross sec-
tions �↵ and �↵0!↵ refer to the cross sections for spallation
of the element ↵ and the cross section for spallation of the
nucleus ↵

0 to a nucleus ↵. The source term and the spalla-
tion terms in equation (6) are written in the assumption that
both take place in an infinitely thin region. This assumption
holds for as long as the thickness of the disc is much smaller
than the size of the halo and of the range where spallation
losses become dominant. In other words: hd ⌧ (D(p)⌧sp)

1/2,
where ⌧sp is the time scale for spallation reactions. For the
situations of interest for us this condition is always satisfied.
Notice that in the last term of equation (6) we took into ac-
count that in the spallation reaction a nucleus of type ↵ with
momentum p is produced by a nucleus of type ↵

0 with mo-
mentum p

0, chosen in such a way that p and p
0 correspond to

the same kinetic energy per nucleon, namely p
0 = (A0

/A)p,
where A and A

0 are the two mass numbers.
The injection term in equation (6) can be easily con-

nected with the distribution function f0 of accelerated par-
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where we have implicitly assumed that the sites where CR
acceleration takes place are the shocks of supernova rem-
nants and SNe explode at a rate RSN . Here VSN is the total
volume of a SNR filled with energetic particles and Rd is
the radius of the disc of the Galaxy. For simplicity here we
assumed that the injection is homogeneous across the disc of
the Galaxy. The volume VSN is a parameter of the problem:
it is clear that this setup is not necessarily very realistic but
it is not easy to go beyond it, since in principle one should
follow the time dependence of the acceleration process and
of the SN evolution, that are both rather di�cult to model.
For the purpose of illustrating the importance of reaccelera-
tion, the parameter VSN is meaningful because it regulates
the probability for a CR particle to re-cross a SN shock and
be re-energized.

It is useful, following Jones et al. (2001), to introduce,
for each nucleus of type ↵, the flux as a function of the
kinetic energy per nucleon Ek: I(Ek)dEk = p

2
v(p)F (p)dp,

where v(p) is the velocity of the nucleus. It can be easily
shown that:

I↵(Ek) = Ap
2
F↵(p). (8)

Using this transformation in equation (6), we obtain the
following equation for I↵(Ek):
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where we used explicitly the fact that spallation reactions
conserve kinetic energy per nucleon. The injection term
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where we introduced the shock velocity vsh = u1. Here, as
usual, s = 3r/(r � 1) with r = u1/u2 (compression factor
at the shock). We introduced a momentum p0 representing
the minimum momentum of seed particles: such momentum
may or may not be the same as pinj . In any case, for the
spectra of seed particles considered in this manuscript the
choice of p0 has no practical implications, provided is low
enough (below ⇠ GeV), because the integral in equation (5)
is typically dominated by the upper integration limit. For a
strong shock, one has that r ! 4 and s ! 4. It is worth re-
calling that whenever the spectrum of seeds is steeper than
⇠ p

�s, the spectrum of reaccelerated particles asymptoti-
cally approaches ⇠ p

�s. For the shocks we are interested in,
s ⇠ 4. The spectra of seeds we consider (spectra of primary
and secondary nuclei in the Galaxy) are always steeper than
p
�4, at least at energies & 10 GeV/n. This implies that the

second term in equation (5) always returns a contribution
to f0 that is close to ⇠ p

�s. For primary nuclei, this con-
tribution is expected to a↵ect mainly the normalization but
not the spectrum. On the other hand, for secondary nuclei
the first term vanished and the second term again returns
a contribution that is close to ⇠ p

�s. Since the spectrum of
secondary nuclei in the Galaxy at high enough energies is
/ E

���� (where � defines the energy dependence of the dif-
fusion coe�cient), it is clear that the e↵ect of reaccelerated
secondary nuclei is bound to become dominant above some
critical energy, that will be estimated in the next section.
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In the assumption that the sources are all located in a thin
disc with half-thickness hd where the gas, with density nd,
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where D↵(p) is the di↵usion coe�cient, F↵(p, z) is the par-
ticle distribution function of nuclei of type ↵. The cross sec-
tions �↵ and �↵0!↵ refer to the cross sections for spallation
of the element ↵ and the cross section for spallation of the
nucleus ↵

0 to a nucleus ↵. The source term and the spalla-
tion terms in equation (6) are written in the assumption that
both take place in an infinitely thin region. This assumption
holds for as long as the thickness of the disc is much smaller
than the size of the halo and of the range where spallation
losses become dominant. In other words: hd ⌧ (D(p)⌧sp)

1/2,
where ⌧sp is the time scale for spallation reactions. For the
situations of interest for us this condition is always satisfied.
Notice that in the last term of equation (6) we took into ac-
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where we have implicitly assumed that the sites where CR
acceleration takes place are the shocks of supernova rem-
nants and SNe explode at a rate RSN . Here VSN is the total
volume of a SNR filled with energetic particles and Rd is
the radius of the disc of the Galaxy. For simplicity here we
assumed that the injection is homogeneous across the disc of
the Galaxy. The volume VSN is a parameter of the problem:
it is clear that this setup is not necessarily very realistic but
it is not easy to go beyond it, since in principle one should
follow the time dependence of the acceleration process and
of the SN evolution, that are both rather di�cult to model.
For the purpose of illustrating the importance of reaccelera-
tion, the parameter VSN is meaningful because it regulates
the probability for a CR particle to re-cross a SN shock and
be re-energized.

It is useful, following Jones et al. (2001), to introduce,
for each nucleus of type ↵, the flux as a function of the
kinetic energy per nucleon Ek: I(Ek)dEk = p

2
v(p)F (p)dp,

where v(p) is the velocity of the nucleus. It can be easily
shown that:

I↵(Ek) = Ap
2
F↵(p). (8)

Using this transformation in equation (6), we obtain the
following equation for I↵(Ek):
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which can be easily solved with the boundary condition that
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where we introduced the shock velocity vsh = u1. Here, as
usual, s = 3r/(r � 1) with r = u1/u2 (compression factor
at the shock). We introduced a momentum p0 representing
the minimum momentum of seed particles: such momentum
may or may not be the same as pinj . In any case, for the
spectra of seed particles considered in this manuscript the
choice of p0 has no practical implications, provided is low
enough (below ⇠ GeV), because the integral in equation (5)
is typically dominated by the upper integration limit. For a
strong shock, one has that r ! 4 and s ! 4. It is worth re-
calling that whenever the spectrum of seeds is steeper than
⇠ p

�s, the spectrum of reaccelerated particles asymptoti-
cally approaches ⇠ p

�s. For the shocks we are interested in,
s ⇠ 4. The spectra of seeds we consider (spectra of primary
and secondary nuclei in the Galaxy) are always steeper than
p
�4, at least at energies & 10 GeV/n. This implies that the

second term in equation (5) always returns a contribution
to f0 that is close to ⇠ p

�s. For primary nuclei, this con-
tribution is expected to a↵ect mainly the normalization but
not the spectrum. On the other hand, for secondary nuclei
the first term vanished and the second term again returns
a contribution that is close to ⇠ p

�s. Since the spectrum of
secondary nuclei in the Galaxy at high enough energies is
/ E

���� (where � defines the energy dependence of the dif-
fusion coe�cient), it is clear that the e↵ect of reaccelerated
secondary nuclei is bound to become dominant above some
critical energy, that will be estimated in the next section.
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RAYS IN THE PRESENCE OF
REACCELERATION

In the assumption that the sources are all located in a thin
disc with half-thickness hd where the gas, with density nd,
is also embedded, the stationary transport equation in one
spatial dimension for nuclei of type ↵ reads:
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where D↵(p) is the di↵usion coe�cient, F↵(p, z) is the par-
ticle distribution function of nuclei of type ↵. The cross sec-
tions �↵ and �↵0!↵ refer to the cross sections for spallation
of the element ↵ and the cross section for spallation of the
nucleus ↵

0 to a nucleus ↵. The source term and the spalla-
tion terms in equation (6) are written in the assumption that
both take place in an infinitely thin region. This assumption
holds for as long as the thickness of the disc is much smaller
than the size of the halo and of the range where spallation
losses become dominant. In other words: hd ⌧ (D(p)⌧sp)

1/2,
where ⌧sp is the time scale for spallation reactions. For the
situations of interest for us this condition is always satisfied.
Notice that in the last term of equation (6) we took into ac-
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where we have implicitly assumed that the sites where CR
acceleration takes place are the shocks of supernova rem-
nants and SNe explode at a rate RSN . Here VSN is the total
volume of a SNR filled with energetic particles and Rd is
the radius of the disc of the Galaxy. For simplicity here we
assumed that the injection is homogeneous across the disc of
the Galaxy. The volume VSN is a parameter of the problem:
it is clear that this setup is not necessarily very realistic but
it is not easy to go beyond it, since in principle one should
follow the time dependence of the acceleration process and
of the SN evolution, that are both rather di�cult to model.
For the purpose of illustrating the importance of reaccelera-
tion, the parameter VSN is meaningful because it regulates
the probability for a CR particle to re-cross a SN shock and
be re-energized.

It is useful, following Jones et al. (2001), to introduce,
for each nucleus of type ↵, the flux as a function of the
kinetic energy per nucleon Ek: I(Ek)dEk = p
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v(p)F (p)dp,

where v(p) is the velocity of the nucleus. It can be easily
shown that:
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where we introduced the shock velocity vsh = u1. Here, as
usual, s = 3r/(r � 1) with r = u1/u2 (compression factor
at the shock). We introduced a momentum p0 representing
the minimum momentum of seed particles: such momentum
may or may not be the same as pinj . In any case, for the
spectra of seed particles considered in this manuscript the
choice of p0 has no practical implications, provided is low
enough (below ⇠ GeV), because the integral in equation (5)
is typically dominated by the upper integration limit. For a
strong shock, one has that r ! 4 and s ! 4. It is worth re-
calling that whenever the spectrum of seeds is steeper than
⇠ p

�s, the spectrum of reaccelerated particles asymptoti-
cally approaches ⇠ p
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s ⇠ 4. The spectra of seeds we consider (spectra of primary
and secondary nuclei in the Galaxy) are always steeper than
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�4, at least at energies & 10 GeV/n. This implies that the

second term in equation (5) always returns a contribution
to f0 that is close to ⇠ p

�s. For primary nuclei, this con-
tribution is expected to a↵ect mainly the normalization but
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the first term vanished and the second term again returns
a contribution that is close to ⇠ p

�s. Since the spectrum of
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fusion coe�cient), it is clear that the e↵ect of reaccelerated
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where D↵(p) is the di↵usion coe�cient, F↵(p, z) is the par-
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where we have implicitly assumed that the sites where CR
acceleration takes place are the shocks of supernova rem-
nants and SNe explode at a rate RSN . Here VSN is the total
volume of a SNR filled with energetic particles and Rd is
the radius of the disc of the Galaxy. For simplicity here we
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the Galaxy. The volume VSN is a parameter of the problem:
it is clear that this setup is not necessarily very realistic but
it is not easy to go beyond it, since in principle one should
follow the time dependence of the acceleration process and
of the SN evolution, that are both rather di�cult to model.
For the purpose of illustrating the importance of reaccelera-
tion, the parameter VSN is meaningful because it regulates
the probability for a CR particle to re-cross a SN shock and
be re-energized.

It is useful, following Jones et al. (2001), to introduce,
for each nucleus of type ↵, the flux as a function of the
kinetic energy per nucleon Ek: I(Ek)dEk = p
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where v(p) is the velocity of the nucleus. It can be easily
shown that:

I↵(Ek) = Ap
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which can be easily solved with the boundary condition that
f(z = �1, p) = g(p). The particle distribution function
at the shock, that takes into account both acceleration of
injected particles and reacceleration of seed particles is then
easily derived and reads:
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where we introduced the shock velocity vsh = u1. Here, as
usual, s = 3r/(r � 1) with r = u1/u2 (compression factor
at the shock). We introduced a momentum p0 representing
the minimum momentum of seed particles: such momentum
may or may not be the same as pinj . In any case, for the
spectra of seed particles considered in this manuscript the
choice of p0 has no practical implications, provided is low
enough (below ⇠ GeV), because the integral in equation (5)
is typically dominated by the upper integration limit. For a
strong shock, one has that r ! 4 and s ! 4. It is worth re-
calling that whenever the spectrum of seeds is steeper than
⇠ p

�s, the spectrum of reaccelerated particles asymptoti-
cally approaches ⇠ p

�s. For the shocks we are interested in,
s ⇠ 4. The spectra of seeds we consider (spectra of primary
and secondary nuclei in the Galaxy) are always steeper than
p
�4, at least at energies & 10 GeV/n. This implies that the

second term in equation (5) always returns a contribution
to f0 that is close to ⇠ p

�s. For primary nuclei, this con-
tribution is expected to a↵ect mainly the normalization but
not the spectrum. On the other hand, for secondary nuclei
the first term vanished and the second term again returns
a contribution that is close to ⇠ p

�s. Since the spectrum of
secondary nuclei in the Galaxy at high enough energies is
/ E

���� (where � defines the energy dependence of the dif-
fusion coe�cient), it is clear that the e↵ect of reaccelerated
secondary nuclei is bound to become dominant above some
critical energy, that will be estimated in the next section.

3 GALACTIC TRANSPORT OF COSMIC
RAYS IN THE PRESENCE OF
REACCELERATION

In the assumption that the sources are all located in a thin
disc with half-thickness hd where the gas, with density nd,
is also embedded, the stationary transport equation in one
spatial dimension for nuclei of type ↵ reads:
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where D↵(p) is the di↵usion coe�cient, F↵(p, z) is the par-
ticle distribution function of nuclei of type ↵. The cross sec-
tions �↵ and �↵0!↵ refer to the cross sections for spallation
of the element ↵ and the cross section for spallation of the
nucleus ↵

0 to a nucleus ↵. The source term and the spalla-
tion terms in equation (6) are written in the assumption that
both take place in an infinitely thin region. This assumption
holds for as long as the thickness of the disc is much smaller
than the size of the halo and of the range where spallation
losses become dominant. In other words: hd ⌧ (D(p)⌧sp)

1/2,
where ⌧sp is the time scale for spallation reactions. For the
situations of interest for us this condition is always satisfied.
Notice that in the last term of equation (6) we took into ac-
count that in the spallation reaction a nucleus of type ↵ with
momentum p is produced by a nucleus of type ↵

0 with mo-
mentum p

0, chosen in such a way that p and p
0 correspond to

the same kinetic energy per nucleon, namely p
0 = (A0

/A)p,
where A and A

0 are the two mass numbers.
The injection term in equation (6) can be easily con-

nected with the distribution function f0 of accelerated par-
ticles in §2:
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where we have implicitly assumed that the sites where CR
acceleration takes place are the shocks of supernova rem-
nants and SNe explode at a rate RSN . Here VSN is the total
volume of a SNR filled with energetic particles and Rd is
the radius of the disc of the Galaxy. For simplicity here we
assumed that the injection is homogeneous across the disc of
the Galaxy. The volume VSN is a parameter of the problem:
it is clear that this setup is not necessarily very realistic but
it is not easy to go beyond it, since in principle one should
follow the time dependence of the acceleration process and
of the SN evolution, that are both rather di�cult to model.
For the purpose of illustrating the importance of reaccelera-
tion, the parameter VSN is meaningful because it regulates
the probability for a CR particle to re-cross a SN shock and
be re-energized.

It is useful, following Jones et al. (2001), to introduce,
for each nucleus of type ↵, the flux as a function of the
kinetic energy per nucleon Ek: I(Ek)dEk = p

2
v(p)F (p)dp,

where v(p) is the velocity of the nucleus. It can be easily
shown that:

I↵(Ek) = Ap
2
F↵(p). (8)

Using this transformation in equation (6), we obtain the
following equation for I↵(Ek):
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where we used explicitly the fact that spallation reactions
conserve kinetic energy per nucleon. The injection term
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acceleration takes place are the shocks of supernova rem-
nants and SNe explode at a rate RSN . Here VSN is the total
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the radius of the disc of the Galaxy. For simplicity here we
assumed that the injection is homogeneous across the disc of
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of the SN evolution, that are both rather di�cult to model.
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for each nucleus of type ↵, the flux as a function of the
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A PHENOMENOLOGICAL APPROACH

19

To start with we can try to solve these equations by using physics-inspired forms for the diffusion 
coefficient and available data/fits for the cross sections 

The plateau at low energies is inspired by self-generated solutions. The break is required to describe 
the breaks in the spectra of primary and secondary nuclei. The parameter s determines the 
smoothness of the break. 

The injection spectra are inspired by DSA theory but they are allowed to be different for H, He and 
heavier nuclei. NO EXPLANATION IS CURRENTLY AVAILABLE FOR THIS PHENOMENON. 

Most inclusive cross sections are known within a 30% error in the energy region around 0.1-10 GeV 
but in most cases the energy dependence is extrapolated. Moreover the branching ratios for A—> A’ 
are often affected by much larger uncertainties 

2

unstable isotopes of other nuclei) could be used to infer
the halo size dates back to [18, 31–34] although such cal-
culations were typically carried out using the 10Be/9Be
ratio (or similar ratios) at low energies. Notice also that
some early papers used the Leaky Box model to derive
the confinement time in the halo, a procedure that is
known to lead to incorrect estimates.

AMS-02 cannot separately measure the flux of these
isotopes, but on the other hand it can measure the Be/B
ratio up to high energies, ⇠ TeV/n, where the size of the
halo H can be inferred without the huge uncertainties
that derive from lack of information on CR transport in
the disc, which is crucial for unstable nuclei at . 100
MeV/n energies.

The set of calculations discussed above showed that a
consistent picture of CR transport can be obtained by
analyzing the spectra of primary and secondary elements
lighter than oxygen, while the secondary/primary ratios
allowed us to determine the grammage traversed by CRs
inside the Galaxy, thereby confirming that a break in the
energy dependence of the di↵usion coe�cient is needed
to describe AMS-02 data.

In fact the measurement of the beryllium flux and
of the Be/B ratio led to a slight readjustment of the
parameters due to small production of boron from the
decay of the unstable 10Be isotope [16] (this e↵ect on
the boron spectrum was noticed early on by [35]). As
stressed above, the main limitation to the strength of
these conclusions derives from the experimentally poor
knowledge of the spallation cross sections, especially the
partial cross sections for specific channels of fragmenta-
tion. A discussion of these uncertainties was provided
in [25, 36, 37]. Another source of uncertainty, though
to a smaller extent, was the fact that the abundances
of heavier elements, acting as primaries for lighter nu-
clei, were poorly known and had to be taken from older
experiments. This gap has been filled by the recent mea-
surements of the fluxes of intermediate mass and heavy
elements by AMS-02.

In this article we apply the same approach, already
mastered in [16, 30], to heavy nuclei, up to iron. We
show that the spectra of all nuclei heavier than oxygen
are described within uncertainties with an injection spec-
trum at the sources that is the same as for lighter inter-
mediate mass nuclei (CNO), provided the contribution of
spallation from even heavier nuclei is taken into account.
This is in some tension with the statement by the AMS-
02 collaboration that Ne, Mg and Si are three primaries
that behave peculiarly, in that they have a di↵erent spec-
tral index than He, C and O. We maintain that this be-
haviour is fully accounted for by properly calculating the
secondary contribution to these nuclei from their heavier
parent nuclei, a situation similar to that of nitrogen.

The only exception to this general conclusion is the
spectrum of iron as measured by AMS-02, which appears
to be at odds with the predictions of the standard model.
The main anomaly is a hard shape of the Fe spectrum for
R . 100 GV, which is not compatible with the grammage

inferred from secondary/primary ratios for lighter nuclei.
Moreover, the ratio Fe/O measured by AMS-02 appears
to be in tension with previous results from HEAO [38]
and Voyager [39]. We present here the results of several
tests proposed to address these problems.
The article is structured as follows: in § II we provide a

brief summary of the theoretical approach adopted here,
based on the weighted slab technique applied to the whole
chain of nuclei, from H to Fe. In § III we describe the
methodology used to achieve a description of the nuclear
spectra, as well as the secondary/primary ratios. In § IV
we describe in detail our findings, starting from nuclei of
intermediate mass (Ne, Mg, Si) and going up to iron. We
summarize our conclusions in § V.

II. PROPAGATION MODEL

The details of the transport equation and the approach
we follow to solve it are detailed in [16, 28–30]. Here,
we simply summarize the most important features of the
model.
We assume that the CR density of stable and unstable

nuclear species obeys a steady-state di↵usion-advection
equation [40]:
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where fa(p, z) is the distribution function of species a in
phase space, v(p) = �(p)c is the particles’ velocity, and
µ = 2.3mg/cm2 is the surface density of the disk.
The transport equation in Eq. 1 is obtained assuming

spatially homogeneous di↵usion and that the sources of
CRs and the target gas are confined in an infinitely thin
disc (half-thickness h ' 100 pc), in which all the interac-
tions (spallation and ionization energy losses) occur.
We assume that CRs are confined in a low-density in-

finite slab of half-thickness H, extending well beyond the
gaseous disc (H � h). Outside the magnetic halo, the
particles can escape freely into intergalactic space so as
to reduce the CR density to fa(p, z = ±H) ' 0.
For the di↵usion coe�cient we adopt the parametrisa-

tion proposed in [16]:

D(R) = 2vAH + �D0
(R/GV)�

[1 + (R/Rb)��/s]s
, (2)

where D0 and � are fitted to secondary over primary ra-
tios, while the other parameters s, �� and Rb are fixed
from observations of primary nuclei. The change of slope
above the rigidity Rb in Eq. 2 has been implemented to
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FIG. 7. Fluxes of H and He. The model parameters are the
same of the last section but the injection slope of H is 4.37
and of He is 4.31. As in the other plots, the dashed line shows
the predicted flux if the secondary production were neglected.

and certainly this result was not expected. Even mod-
els which suggest a di↵erent injection slope for the two
cannot explain the di↵erence in the injection spectra be-
tween He and intermediate mass nuclei, such as C and
O [75, 76].

Notice that the remarkable similarity among the mea-
sured spectra of He, C and O nuclei (see Fig. 78 of [58]) is
probably the most e↵ective way to motivate the need for
a di↵erent source spectrum, since the spallation of these
three elements is quite di↵erent and yet the measured
spectra are very similar.

Our best-fit to the H and He spectra is shown in Fig. 7,
where, as usual, the shaded regions provide an estimate
of the e↵ect of uncertainties in the cross sections. The

FIG. 8. Slope of the spectra of nuclei with di↵erent mass as
a function of rigidity.

dashed line shows the primary contribution alone to the
He flux, and its distance from the solid line shows the
secondary contribution (take into account that the flux
plotted in the figure is the sum of 4He and 3He, and the
latter is also produced in spallation reactions of 4He).

V. CONCLUSIONS

The AMS-02 data provide us with the tools for what
could be the most substantial step forward in our under-
standing of the origin of CRs. In the present article we
discussed in detail the implications of these data in terms
of CR transport in the Galaxy.
The general framework that emerges from our calcula-

tions is one in which three slopes are required to describe
the source spectra for elements of di↵erent masses: a
steep injection for protons, one sightly harder spectrum
for nuclei heavier than He and one even harder for He
itself. The di↵erence between the slopes is at the level
of few percents. This might seem a small di↵erence, but
the high precision data now available force us to provide
a description of physical processes at this level. Taken at
face value, this di↵erence, however small, imposes a big
strain on our models of the origin of CRs: all the accel-
eration processes that we have devised through the years
are rigidity dependent, namely nuclei of the same rigid-
ity should experience the same acceleration and mani-
fest the same spectrum. The situation is somewhat more
complex, in that the spectrum of particles released into
the ISM is not the same as at the acceleration site (see
for instance [77–79]). But it remains true that nuclei of
di↵erent mass but the same rigidity should escape the
acceleration region in the same way.

 The slopes of the injection spectra for H (4.37) and He (4.31) are slightly 
different. So far there is no obvious explanation… 

 In data from previous generation experiments this difference would not 
have been seen… 

 Notice that this slope does not necessarily reflect the spectrum of 
accelerated particles (escape, temporal evolution of SNR, other sources) 

 Both spectra show a break at rigidity around 300 GV  

 The He spectrum as measured by AMS-02 (but also by DAMPE, CALET) 
is contaminated by 3He resulting from spallation of He and heavier 
elements
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FIG. 1. B/C and B/O ratios as derived by using our calcula-
tions (solid line) compared to recent AMS-02 data [4].

what lower Rb of 290GV to simultaneously fit He which
is still compatible with the fit provided in [58] within
their error bars. These assumptions reduce the number
of free parameters which describe the transport to 3.

The injection e�ciencies ✏a of the species C, N, O, Ne,
Mg, Si, S and Fe are set in such a way that the total flux
of each species match the AMS-02 data. That amounts
to additional 8 parameters. For other primary species,
in particular Na, Al, P, Ar, Ca, Cr, Mn and Ni, the
TRACER03 [59], CRISIS [60], and HEAO3-C2 [38] mea-
surements have been used to fix their abundances and
we do not include these normalizations as free parame-
ters in the best-fit search. Notice that the e�ciency ✏a
pertains to the injection of a given charge, including all
isotopes. We distribute the e�ciency ✏a among the iso-
topes in order to reproduce the isotopic abundance in the
interstellar medium (ISM) as measured in [61].

The solar modulation potential, �, and the injection
slope, �inj are two additional free parameters, bringing
the total number of free parameters to 13.

FIG. 2. Flux of Ne, Mg, Si and S (solid orange line) compared
to recent AMS-02 data. The shaded area shows the e↵ect of
cross section uncertainties on the predictions. The dashed
lines reflect the fluxes obtained by only including the primary
contribution (no secondary production). The red line shows
the expected flux for the given element, if the cross sections
of the main production channels of Mg are increased by 30%
and the primary component of Mg is adjusted accordingly.

To fit the propagation parameters against di↵erent
datasets we use the MINUIT package [62]. To ensure
that true minima are found, O(50) minimisations from
di↵erent starting points are carried out for all our anal-
yses. The quantity we minimise is the �2 computed for
the AMS-02 measurements of di↵erent datasets. Specifi-
cally, the total �2 is computed by summing the reduced
�2 computed over the ratios Be/C, B/C, Be/O, Ne/Mg,
Si/Mg, Ne/O, Mg/O, Si/O, and the absolute fluxes of B,
C, N, O, Ne, Mg, Si, and S [4, 26, 41]. To normalize the
S primary injection we make use of the AMS-02 prelimi-
nary data on the S absolute flux as reported in seminar
presentations 2. The absolute fluxes are fitted only for
rigidities larger than ⇠ 10 GV in order to minimize the
e↵ect of solar modulation (see also [30]).
Finally, for each dataset the total uncertainty is

computed by adding systematic and statistic errors in
quadrature (see also [17] for an attempt to take into ac-
count the correlation among systematics).

IV. RESULTS

A. Intermediate mass nuclei

The propagation parameters that best fit the data,
using the method described in §III are: � = 0.56,

2 See, e.g., https://indico.gssi.it/event/80/

 The B/C and B/O ratios confirm that the diffusion coefficient 
requires a break at about 300 GV 

 These ratios are all degenerate with respect to the ratio H/D0 

but they do fix such ratio (NOT H2/D, the diffusion time) 

 The ratio returns the energy dependence of D(E), assuming 
that the only thing that we are seeing in these ratios is the 
energy dependence of the diffusion coefficient and, if any, 
cross sections 

 But at high energies this is not so 
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IMPORTANT POINT ON SECONDARY/PRIMARY RATIOS

THESE RATIOS ARE OFTEN CONSIDERED AS RELIABLE INDICATORS OF THE GRAMMAGE: ~S/P~X(R)-1 

HOWEVER, AT LOW ENERGIES THESE ARE AFFECTED BY UNCERTAINTIES ON WHETHER THERE IS 
SOME LEVEL OF REACCELERATION (INCOMPATIBLE WITH HAVING SELF-GENERATED WAVES) AND AT 
HIGH ENERGIES AFFECTED BY: 

a) GRAMMAGE AT THE SOURCE 
b) PRODUCTION OF SECONDARIES INSIDE THE ACCELERATION REGION (PB 2009, PB&Serpico 

2009,Mertsch+ 2009) 
c) FIRST ORDER RE-ENERGIZATION OF SECONDARY NUCLEI AT THE SOURCES (PB 2017, Bresci+ 

2019)

TO SOME EXTENT ALL OF THESE EFFECTS LEAD TO A FLATTENING OF THE SECONDARY/PRIMARY RATIOS AT HIGH 
ENERGIES (>TeV/n)
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thin disc, with a surface density is µ = 2.3 mg/cm
2
[45].

The weighted slab technique has been generalized here to

include two important effects: 1) the decay of unstable

nuclei; 2) the contribution to stable nuclei (such as
10
B)

from the decay of unstable isotopes (such as
10
Be).

The adoption of the weighted slab model is justified

for the description of the decay of
10
Be if such decays

take place outside the thickness h of the disc. It is easy

to check what are the constraints that this condition im-

poses on the energy per nucleon of the decaying nucleus.

The relevant time scales for CR transport in the disc are

the diffusion time scale h
2
/D(R) and the advection time

scale h/vA, where vA is the Alfvén speed. In order for

the model to be applicable we require that the decay of
10
Be takes place in the halo

γτd ≫ Min

!
h
2

2D
,
h

vA

"
,

where τd = t1/2/ ln 2 ∼ 2 Myr is the time scale for the

radioactive decay of
10
Be, γ is the Lorentz factor and

D(R) is the rigidity-dependent diffusion coefficient. As

in [44], we assume a diffusion coefficient that is spatially

constant and only dependent upon particles rigidity R:

D(R) = 2vAH + βD0
(R/GV)

δ

[1 + (R/Rb)
∆δ/s]s

, (1)

where D0 and δ are parameters that are fitted to the

data, mainly the B/C and B/O ratios as functions of

energy. The other parameters s, ∆δ and Rb are fixed

from observations of primary nuclei [44]: s = 0.1, ∆δ =

0.2, Rb = 312 GV. The functional form in Eq. (1), also

used in Ref. [44], is inspired to (but not limited to) the

models in which the diffusion coefficient is self-generated

by propagating CRs [8–10]. The plateau at low energies,

where advection dominates transport, was found in self-

generated models in Ref. [46].

Rather than determining vA from physical quantities,

some of which are very poorly known in the halo, we fit

the value of vA to the existing data on the fluxes of both

primary and secondary nuclei.

In Fig. 1 we illustrate the limits of validity of the as-

sumption of
10
Be decay outside the thin disc. The de-

pendence of the results on the size H of the halo is due

to the fact that the secondary-to-primary ratios approx-

imately fix the ratio of the normalization of the diffusion
coefficient and the halo size H. This implies that larger

halos require correspondingly larger diffusion coefficients.

From Fig. 1 it is clear that for H ≳ 2 kpc the Lorentz

boosted decay time is appreciably longer than the diffu-
sion time of the same nuclei in the Galactic disc. Even

for H ∼ 1 kpc, this condition is well satisfied for rigidity

≳ few GV. The advection time is irrelevant for transport

on spatial scales h ∼ 150 pc, being always much longer

than the diffusion timescale for values of vA ∼ 10 km/s.

It might be argued that the validity of the assumption

of
10
Be decay in the halo also depends upon the ansatz

that the diffusion coefficient in the disc is the same as

FIG. 1. Diffusion time scale in the disk h (solid orange lines)
and in the halo H (dashed orange lines) for three different
values of the halo size. We also show the Lorentz boosted
decay time of 10Be (blue solid line) and the advection time
scale to exit the disc (green dotted line).

in the halo. This is partially true. On the other hand,

if to consider the microphysics of particle transport, the

Galactic disc is a rather hostile environment for CR scat-

tering, because of severe ion-neutral damping of Alfvén

waves for CR energies below ∼ 100 GeV [see 17, and ref-

erences therein for a recent review]. This would imply

an even larger diffusion coefficient in the disc, thereby

making the condition of
10
Be decay in the halo easier to

fulfil.

The decay time of
10
Be becomes longer than the escape

time from the Galactic halo for rigidity above 10-100 GV,

depending on the size H of the halo, which is exactly the

reason why the measurement of the flux of this isotope

is sensitive to the parameter H.

The transport equation describing the propagation of

both stable and unstable nuclei in the context of the mod-

ified weighted slab approach reads:

− ∂

∂z

!
Da

∂fa
∂z

"
+ vA

∂fa
∂z

− dvA

dz

p

3

∂fa
∂p

+
1

p2

∂

∂p

#
p
2

$
dp

dt

%

a,ion

fa

&
+

µv(p)σa

m
δ(z)fa +

fa

τ̂d,a

= 2hdq0,a(p)δ(z)+
'

a′>a

µ v(p)σa′→a

m
δ(z)fa′+

'

a′>a

fa′

τ̂d,a′
,

(2)

where fa(p, z) is the distribution function of specie a in

6

FIG. 3. Ratio of Boron over Carbon fluxes (left) and Beryllium over Carbon fluxes (right). The data points are the results of
measurements by AMS-02 [5] and the error bars are computed with statistical and systematic errors summed in quadrature.
The curves illustrate our best-fit results for different values of the halo size H. The bottom panels show the corresponding
residuals with the same color code.

radioactive CR and performing the integral. The final

expression can be explicitly written and reads:

Da

∂fa
∂z

6666
0+

= − fa,0(p)vA

evAH/Da − 1
+

fb,0(p)vA

!
∆b coth

$
vAH∆b

2Da

%
− coth

$
vAH

2Da

%"
. (19)

The second term ∝ fb,0 represents an effective injection
due to the decay of the species b. This term disappears

when τd,b → ∞ since ∆b → 1.

When Eq. (19) is plugged into Eq. (8) we get a formal

solution for fa,0(p) identical to Eq. (12) but with a differ-
ent injection term, which is now the sum of the secondary

source term and the source term due to the Be decay, i.e.

Q0,a(p) = 2hq0,a(p)+2fb,0(p)vA

!
∆b coth

$
vAH∆b

2Da

%
−

coth

$
vAH

2Da

%"
≡ 2hq0,a(p) + 2q̃b→a(p) (20)

III. RESULTS

A. Secondary over primary ratios

In this section we present our results obtained through

a single multi-variate fitting procedure to compare AMS-

02 experimental data with theoretical spectra computed

as discussed in the previous sections. For each value of

the halo half-thicknessH we minimise the χ2
with respect

to the AMS-02 data on Be/C, B/C, Be/O and B/O [6]

and C, N, O [4, 50], the latter data limited to rigidities

larger than 10 GV, so as to make the results only weakly

dependent upon the uncertainties typical of the low en-

ergies.

The set of parameters varied along the minimising pro-

cedure are: solar modulation potential φ, advection ve-

locity vA, diffusion coefficient constants D0 and δ, injec-
tion power law index γinj (assumed to be the same for

all the primary species) and injection efficiency +a, the
latter quantity being species dependent.

As in [44], the spallation network is computed starting

from iron (Z = 26) all the way down to Lithium. The

injection efficiency for nuclei heavier than oxygen, where

AMS-02 data are not yet available, are fitted against the

high-energy CREAM data [51].

The combined fit of the ratios Be/C, B/C, Be/O and

B/O constrains δ ∼ 0.54, for any value of H in the range

1− 20 kpc. Coherently, the injected slope is fitted to be

γinj ∼ 4.3, the ratio D0/H is ∼ 0.44 (in units of 10
28

cm
2

s
−1

kpc
−1

), φ = 0.68 GV and vA ∼ 5 km/s. We notice

therefore that the typical dependence of the B/C ratio

with respect to the quantity D0/H is maintained also

if the radioactive decay of
10
Be is taken into account,

although the χ2
associated with different values of H is

not the same. In particular, the χ2
appears to be higher

for smaller values of H.

In Fig. 3 we show the comparison of our best-fit results

For 10Be with sufficiently high E 
the Lorentz boosted decay time 
b e c o m e l o n g e r t h a n t h e 
diffusion time 

At low energies the decay of 
1 0 B e l e a d s t o a d d i t i o n a l 
production of 10B 

IT is easy to understand the 10Be 
is sensitive to the diffusion 
time, not only the ratio H/D

Evoli et al. 2020
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FIG. 4. Left Panel: Ratio of Beryllium over Boron fluxes. The dotted line shows the case without decay for 10Be while the
other lines refer to different values of H, as labelled. Right Panel: ∆χ2 ≡ χ2 − χ2

min computed on the Be/B data as a function
of the halo size H. We show both the case where only the statistical errors are used (solid orange) and the case with the total
errors (solid blue). The best-fit reduced χ2’s are ∼3 and ∼0.85 in the two cases. The allowed maximum χ2 at 3σ
and 5σ are also indicated with dotted lines.

with the AMS-02 data on the ratios B/C (left panel) and

Be/C (right panel) for different values of H as labeled. In

these plots we show the total experimental uncertainty,

obtained summing in quadrature the statistical and sys-

tematic errors as published by the AMS-02 Collaboration

[4–6]. As expected, for low values of H, say ∼ 1 kpc, the

effect of
10
Be decay is weak, thereby leading to overes-

timating the Be/C ratio and underestimating the B/C

ratio.

In Fig. 3, as in the forthcomings figures, we plot also

the residual respect to experimental data, defined as the

”distance” between the theoretical expectation and data

divided by the total experimental error. As follows from

Fig. 3, the residual is always confined within 3σ, confirm-

ing a good accuracy of our fitting procedure.

The residuals clearly shows a preference for relatively

large values of the halo size, H ∼ 6 kpc. A similar con-

clusion can be drawn by considering the Be/O and B/O

ratios, not shown here. A quantitative assessment of the

significance of these fits will be discussed in Section III B

using the Beryllium over Boron ratio.

B. Beryllium over Boron ratio

In order to calculate the Be/B ratio, we solve the trans-

port equations for all isotopes of both beryllium (
7
Be,

9
Be and

10
Be) and boron (

10
B and

11
B). As we discuss

below, this ratio is more sensitive to the value of H with

respect to the secondary to primary ratios.

If all isotopes of Be were stable, the Be/B ratio at

rigidities above ∼ 10 GV would be a slowly decreasing

function of energy, up to about ∼ 200 GV, where the

spallation time of Be becomes appreciably longer than

the escape time from the Galaxy. The slight decrease re-

flects the fact that the total inelastic cross section scales

as ∝ A
0.7

and boron (denominator) is slightly heavier

than beryllium. At higher rigidity, since the production

cross sections are basically independent of energy [44],

the Be/B ratio is expected to be constant. Moreover, the

spallation of Boron increases the amount of Beryllium

(numerator) at the same energy per nucleon. This be-

haviour is shown as a black dotted line in the left panel

of Fig. 4. At rigidities ≲ 10 GV the spallation cross sec-

tion acquires a small energy dependence which reflects in

the small increase with rigidity visible in the figure.

The AMS-02 data clearly show that the Be/B ratio

increases with rigidity at least up to ∼ 100 GV. The

simplest explanation of such a trend is based on the decay

of
10
Be at low rigidity, where decays occur faster than

escape. The coloured solid lines in the left panel of Fig. 4

show the results of our calculations for the best-fit to the

secondary-over-primary ratios for different values of H as

found in the previous Section.

The residuals are also shown in the bottom part of the

left panel of Fig. 4. In the right panel of the same Figure

we plot as a function of H the ∆χ2 (defined as the dif-
ference between the χ2

(H) and its minimum χ2
min)

 The Be/B ratio is sensitive to the diffusion time, 
because the decays of 10Be decrease the 
numerator and increase the denominator 

 The data suggest a halo size larger than 5 kpc 

 The main source of uncertainty is related to the 
cross sections for Be and B production

Evoli et al. 2020 24



INTERMEDIATE MASS SPECTRA 4

FIG. 1. B/C and B/O ratios as derived by using our calcula-
tions (solid line) compared to recent AMS-02 data [4].

what lower Rb of 290GV to simultaneously fit He which
is still compatible with the fit provided in [58] within
their error bars. These assumptions reduce the number
of free parameters which describe the transport to 3.

The injection e�ciencies ✏a of the species C, N, O, Ne,
Mg, Si, S and Fe are set in such a way that the total flux
of each species match the AMS-02 data. That amounts
to additional 8 parameters. For other primary species,
in particular Na, Al, P, Ar, Ca, Cr, Mn and Ni, the
TRACER03 [59], CRISIS [60], and HEAO3-C2 [38] mea-
surements have been used to fix their abundances and
we do not include these normalizations as free parame-
ters in the best-fit search. Notice that the e�ciency ✏a
pertains to the injection of a given charge, including all
isotopes. We distribute the e�ciency ✏a among the iso-
topes in order to reproduce the isotopic abundance in the
interstellar medium (ISM) as measured in [61].

The solar modulation potential, �, and the injection
slope, �inj are two additional free parameters, bringing
the total number of free parameters to 13.
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FIG. 2. Flux of Ne, Mg, Si and S (solid orange line) compared
to recent AMS-02 data. The shaded area shows the e↵ect of
cross section uncertainties on the predictions. The dashed
lines reflect the fluxes obtained by only including the primary
contribution (no secondary production). The red line shows
the expected flux for the given element, if the cross sections
of the main production channels of Mg are increased by 30%
and the primary component of Mg is adjusted accordingly.

To fit the propagation parameters against di↵erent
datasets we use the MINUIT package [62]. To ensure
that true minima are found, O(50) minimisations from
di↵erent starting points are carried out for all our anal-
yses. The quantity we minimise is the �2 computed for
the AMS-02 measurements of di↵erent datasets. Specifi-
cally, the total �2 is computed by summing the reduced
�2 computed over the ratios Be/C, B/C, Be/O, Ne/Mg,
Si/Mg, Ne/O, Mg/O, Si/O, and the absolute fluxes of B,
C, N, O, Ne, Mg, Si, and S [4, 26, 41]. To normalize the
S primary injection we make use of the AMS-02 prelimi-
nary data on the S absolute flux as reported in seminar
presentations 2. The absolute fluxes are fitted only for
rigidities larger than ⇠ 10 GV in order to minimize the
e↵ect of solar modulation (see also [30]).
Finally, for each dataset the total uncertainty is

computed by adding systematic and statistic errors in
quadrature (see also [17] for an attempt to take into ac-
count the correlation among systematics).

IV. RESULTS

A. Intermediate mass nuclei

The propagation parameters that best fit the data,
using the method described in §III are: � = 0.56,

2 See, e.g., https://indico.gssi.it/event/80/
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FIG. 3. Ratios of Ne, Si and Mg over O compared to recent
AMS-02 data. The shaded region indicates the e↵ect of cross
section uncertainties on the model. The red line shows the
case with higher Mg production cross sections.

�inj = 4.33, D0/H = 0.35 (in units of 1028 cm2 s�1 kpc�1,
vA = 4.4 km/s and � = 0.49GV. We notice that the best-
fit values are in perfect agreement with the results in [16]
where the fit was performed using only the AMS-02 data
on nuclei lighter than oxygen.

Following the procedure first introduced in [30], in or-
der to illustrate the impact of cross section uncertain-
ties on our results we have repeated our calculations 500
times for the best-fit scenario. In each repetition the
spallation cross sections of elements heavier than oxygen
are each rescaled by an individual factor. For each cross
section the factor is sampled from a Gaussian distribu-
tion with mean 1 and a width of 0.1 for the total cross
sections of a given element and 0.3 for the partial cross
sections of di↵erent channels respectively. In all the fol-
lowing figures, the gray-shaded areas represent the 1-�
variance of our calculations associated with the uncer-
tainty in the cross-section. In fact, the uncertainty in
the cross sections might also a↵ect the best-fit parame-
ters, in particular the injection e�ciencies, hence the er-

ror bands shown in our figures only capture part, though
most likely the bigger part, of the e↵ect of uncertainties
in spallation cross sections.
In Fig. 1 we show how the B/C and B/O ratios are

correctly reproduced by our best-fit. The variance due
to the uncertainty on the heavy-element cross sections is
of the order of ⇠ 1% at ⇠ 10 GV (and smaller at higher
energies). This is due to the fact that the secondary con-
tribution of elements heavier than oxygen to boron and
carbon is sub-dominant compared to that of carbon, ni-
trogen, and oxygen [37]. This result justifies our previous
attempts to extract the di↵usion parameters by fitting
the B/C and B/O even with a poor knowledge of the
normalization of the flux of heavier elements.
The reduced �2 for all the fits shown throughout this

article is . 1, hence the overall description of data is
excellent. On the other hand one might argue that a
few data points in the B/C and B/O ratios at R & 400
GV appear to be slightly displaced from the theoreti-
cal curve. This gives us the opportunity to point out
that in this energy range there are at least three guar-
anteed e↵ects that are expected to produce small devi-
ations from the standard predictions (curves in Fig. 1):
1) CRs must experience some grammage inside the ac-
celerators, which clearly depends on what the sources
are. For instance for the case of supernova remnants
(SNRs) as sources of CRs, it was estimated in Ref. [63]
that the roughly energy-independent source grammage
should be ⇠ 0.1 � 0.2 g/cm2. At ⇠ 400 GV this would
cause a ⇠ 5 � 10% correction with respect to the stan-
dard estimate. 2) Some of the secondary nuclei produced
around the acceleration region should be re-energized
at the shock, which should somewhat change the esti-
mate and energy dependence of the source grammage
discussed above [64–66]. 3) Secondary nuclei produced
during Galactic transport occasionally encounter SNR
shocks and get accelerated there. This e↵ect, discussed
in detail by [67, 68], leads to small deviations from the
standard expectation at high rigidities.
Although all these e↵ects are guaranteed to play a role

starting at ⇠ few hundred GV rigidities, we do not have
the capability to calculate them at the level of accu-
racy required to compare predictions with AMS-02 data.
However, it is reassuring that even the standard calcu-
lations in the same rigidity range are uncertain at the
⇠ 10% level (Fig. 1)).
Adopting the procedure discussed above, we obtain a

best-fit that correctly reproduces the Ne, Mg, Si and the
preliminary S data using the same injection slope as the
intermediate nuclei, C and O. This can be appreciated
in Fig. 2. The case of Fe nuclei will be discussed later.
In each panel we show with a dashed line the result of
our calculations obtained if the contribution to the flux
of that nucleus from spallation of heavier elements were
neglected. This allows us to immediately identify the
species that are mainly primaries from those that receive
a substantial secondary contribution: for instance, the
Si flux is predominantly of primary origin (like C and

The spectra of intermediate 
m a s s e l e m e n t s a r e a l l 
compatible with standard 
propagation and the same 
injection spectrum with slope 
4.33 

Schroer, Evoli & PB 2021
25



THE CASE OF IRON: the Fe/O ratio
Schroer, Evoli & PB 2022

7

FIG. 5. Spectrum of Oxygen (left) and Iron nuclei (right) as predicted in our calculations (solid line), with an estimate of
the uncertainties induced by the poor knowledge of cross sections (shaded area). The data points from AMS-02 and other
experiments are also shown.

the situation is di↵erent in that no clear evidence for a
break is visible either in the data or in the prediction.
This is expected since the transport of Fe nuclei is dom-
inated by spallation even at ⇠ 100 GV. The comparison
between predictions of our calculations and AMS-02 data
clearly shows that for R . 30 GV, there is a strong dis-
agreement, not reconcilable with error bars quoted by the
ASM-02 collaboration.

Following AMS-02 [27], in Fig. 6 we also show the
Fe/O ratio as a function of kinetic energy per nucleon,
which was also provided by the AMS-02 collaboration.
In the same plot we show the same quantity as measured
by ACE-CRIS [69], HEAO3 [38] and Voyager [39]. The
predicted ratio of modulated fluxes as derived using our
calculations is shown as a solid (red) curve. Since the
plot also contains a data point from Voyager, that mea-
sures unmodulated quantities, we also plot the results of
our calculation of the Fe/O ratio of unmodulated fluxes
(dashed line).

The problem mentioned above at low energies is con-
firmed in the Fe/O ratio, which is predicted to be appre-
ciably higher than AMS-02 measurements for Ekin/n .
20 GeV/n. The discrepancy is ⇠ 30�40% at ⇠ 1 GeV/n,
much larger than the quoted AMS-02 systematic uncer-
tainty in the same energy region.

On the other hand it is worth noticing how the same ra-
tio, measured by HEAO3 is also at odds with the AMS-02
result, while agreeing with our predicted trend and nor-
malization. The Fe/O ratio as measured by ACE-CRIS
at lower energies is also quite higher than an extrapo-
lation of the AMS-02 data to lower energies. The case
of Voyager data, at even lower energies confirms that
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Voyager1-LET(2012/12-2015/06)
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FIG. 6. Fe/O ratio of the modulated fluxes (solid line) as a
function of kinetic energy per nucleon, compared with data
from AMS-02, ACE-CRIS and HEAO. The dashed line shows
the ratio of unmodulated fluxes, compared with the Voyager
data.

the Fe/O ratio seems lower, although it is worth keep-
ing in mind that Voyager measured unmodulated fluxes.
On the other hand, our dashed curve (ratio of unmod-
ulated fluxes) is perfectly compatible with the Voyager
data point, despite all our fitting procedures were made

1. THE CALCULATED RATIO OF MODULATED FLUXES 
IS IN THE BAD AGREEMENT WITH AMS-02 RESULTS 
BELOW A FEW TENS GV 

2. HOWEVER IT IS IN EXCELLENT AGREEMENT WITH 
PREVIOUS MEASUREMENTS, FOR INSTANCE BY 
ACE-CRIS AND HEAO03 

3. THE RATION OF UNMODULATED FLUXES CAN ALSO 
BE COMPARED WITH VOYAGER DATA, AND AGAIN IT 
SEEMS IN GOOD AGREEMENT

WE TRIED SEVERAL POSSIBLE SOURCES OF THEORETICAL 
UNCERTAINTIES BUT NONE OF THEM TURNS OUT TO BE SUFFICIENT 
TO EXPLAIN DATA 

IT IS WORTH STRESSING THAT FOR IRON THE EFFECTS OF 
INTERACTIONS IN THE APPARATUS ARE DRAMATIC… MORE INFO IS 
NEEDED TO CHECK WHAT WOULD BE THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF 
INTRACTIONS IN AMS FOR O AND Fe



SPECTRUM OF LIGHT AND INTERMEDIATE MASS CRRigidity dependence of Primary and Secondary Cosmic Rays

Both deviate from a traditional single power law above 200 GeV. 
But their momentum dependences are distinctly different.

58

THE SPECTRA OF SECONDARY NUCLEI ARE BEST EXPLAINED IF THEY ALSO HAVE A BREAK  
 ALL PRIMARY NUCLEI HAVE A SPECTRAL BREAK AT AROUND 300 GV RIGIDITY 
HENCE THE BREAK ITSELF MUST FOLLOW FROM A CHANGE IN THE DIFFUSION PROPERTIES OF THE ISM AND NOT 

IN THE INJECTION OF PARTICLES (IN THIS LATTER CASE THE SECONDARY NUCLEI WOULD SHOW NO BREAK)

?

27



SOME REFLECTIONS ON THE DAMPE FEATURE @ 10 TEV
 THE FEATURE HAS NO CURRENT ACCEPTED EXPLANATION 

 FLUCTUATIONS IN THE CR PROTON/NUCLEI SPECTRA AT 10 TeV ARE NEGLIGIBLE HENCE IT IS 
UNLIKELY TO BE DUE TO A LOCAL SOURCE 

 THERE ARE SEVERAL CLASSES OF SNR WITH DIFFERENT EMAX… THE DAMPE FEATURE MIGHT 
BE ASSOCIATED WITH TYPE Ia SNe, OR DIPS IN THE SPECTRA OF CORE COLLAPSE SNe 

P. Cristofari et al.: Cosmic ray protons and electrons from supernova remnants
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Fig. 2. Spectra of protons produced at SNRs from type Ia (top), type II
(center), and type II* (bottom) SNRs for ↵ = 4 (thick lines) and ↵ = 4.3
(thin lines) if they were instantaneously liberated into the ISM (bro-
ken shell assumption). The dashed curves illustrate the e↵ect of adia-
batic losses in the downstream region, while the dotted lines refer to the
escape flux from the upstream region. In the bottom part of each panel
we also show the local slope of the spectrum q(p) at a given momentum.

the normal ISM, with a spatially constant gas density and back-
ground magnetic field. For type Ia SNRs the e↵ective maximum
energy is a few tens of TeV (left panel of Fig. 2). There is an
additional spectral steepening at somewhat lower energies due
to the temporal evolution of the maximum energy. More specif-
ically, the steepening occurs at the maximum energy reached at
the end of the ST phase, typically a few TeV. The flux of escaping
CR protons starts at about the same energy, as is clearly visible
in Fig. 2.

For a strong shock, such as the one expected for a young SNR
expanding in the normal ISM, the spectrum of accelerated parti-
cles at the shock location has a slope very close to 4 (thick lines
in Fig. 2). Nevertheless, as recently discussed by Caprioli et al.
(2020), the spectrum can be steeper if the finite velocity of scat-
tering centers in the downstream plasma is taken into account.
For this reason, in Fig. 2 we also show the case ↵ = 4.3 (thin
lines). In all cases of interest, the spectra of CR protons that are
injected into the ISM (as the sum of the two contributions) are
quite close to the spectrum at the shock in terms of slope, with
the exception of the highest energies, as discussed above.

For type II SNRs, the spectrum of CR protons is shown in
the middle panel of Fig. 2. For the sake of making a fair com-
parison between the three types of SN explosions, here we used
an acceleration e�ciency of ⇠CR = 0.1 for all of them. As dis-
cussed by Cristofari et al. (2020), because of the di↵erent rates
of occurrence of these events in the Galaxy, for type II SNRs
the e�ciency is required to be somewhat lower than for type Ia,
which is also reflected in a lower value of the maximum energy
of particles accelerated at the shock (see Eq. (12)). Despite this
bias, the maximum achievable energy for type II SNRs remains
on the order of ⇠105 GeV and falls short of the knee by a large
amount, as already pointed out by Cristofari et al. (2020).

Only when parameters are pushed to the extreme (what we
have called here type II* SNRs) can the maximum energy reach
the knee, as shown in the right plot of Fig. 2. As already pointed
out by Caprioli et al. (2009b), the superposition of the escape
flux from the di↵erent stages of shock evolution in the complex
environment around these SNRs may lead to the appearance of
bumps in the overall CR spectrum that might be related to the
feature recently measured by DAMPE in the 10�100 TeV region
of the proton spectrum (An et al. 2019).

The corresponding spectra of electrons injected by SNRs of
di↵erent types into the ISM are shown in Fig. 3. The thick and
thin curves refer to ↵ = 4 and ↵ = 4.3, respectively. The dash-
dotted line identifies the spectrum of particles accelerated at the
shock, as if they were immediately liberated into the ISM, with-
out energy losses. The solid lines are the spectra of electrons
liberated into the ISM after adiabatic and synchrotron losses
downstream of the shock, while the upstream escape flux, lim-
ited to the times when the maximum energy of electrons is not
determined by energy losses, is shown in the form of dotted lines.
If the SNR shell were broken or if confinement in the down-
stream region were energy-dependent (e.g., due to turbulence
damping), the actual contribution would lie between the dash-
dotted and solid lines.

The rate of synchrotron losses is larger when the condition
for the growth of the magnetic field through the excitation of
the nonresonant hybrid instability is fulfilled. As discussed in
Sect. 2, B2

2/⇢ / v7�↵
sh for this instability, and hence the mecha-

nism becomes less e↵ective or even ine↵ective in the late stages
of SNR evolution; these stages are, however, crucial for the pro-
duction of low energy electrons. As a consequence, the e↵ect of
radiative energy losses is only important at energies at or above
teraelectronvolt levels, while it is minor at lower energies, as
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Fig. 2. Spectra of protons produced at SNRs from type Ia (top), type II
(center), and type II* (bottom) SNRs for ↵ = 4 (thick lines) and ↵ = 4.3
(thin lines) if they were instantaneously liberated into the ISM (bro-
ken shell assumption). The dashed curves illustrate the e↵ect of adia-
batic losses in the downstream region, while the dotted lines refer to the
escape flux from the upstream region. In the bottom part of each panel
we also show the local slope of the spectrum q(p) at a given momentum.

the normal ISM, with a spatially constant gas density and back-
ground magnetic field. For type Ia SNRs the e↵ective maximum
energy is a few tens of TeV (left panel of Fig. 2). There is an
additional spectral steepening at somewhat lower energies due
to the temporal evolution of the maximum energy. More specif-
ically, the steepening occurs at the maximum energy reached at
the end of the ST phase, typically a few TeV. The flux of escaping
CR protons starts at about the same energy, as is clearly visible
in Fig. 2.

For a strong shock, such as the one expected for a young SNR
expanding in the normal ISM, the spectrum of accelerated parti-
cles at the shock location has a slope very close to 4 (thick lines
in Fig. 2). Nevertheless, as recently discussed by Caprioli et al.
(2020), the spectrum can be steeper if the finite velocity of scat-
tering centers in the downstream plasma is taken into account.
For this reason, in Fig. 2 we also show the case ↵ = 4.3 (thin
lines). In all cases of interest, the spectra of CR protons that are
injected into the ISM (as the sum of the two contributions) are
quite close to the spectrum at the shock in terms of slope, with
the exception of the highest energies, as discussed above.

For type II SNRs, the spectrum of CR protons is shown in
the middle panel of Fig. 2. For the sake of making a fair com-
parison between the three types of SN explosions, here we used
an acceleration e�ciency of ⇠CR = 0.1 for all of them. As dis-
cussed by Cristofari et al. (2020), because of the di↵erent rates
of occurrence of these events in the Galaxy, for type II SNRs
the e�ciency is required to be somewhat lower than for type Ia,
which is also reflected in a lower value of the maximum energy
of particles accelerated at the shock (see Eq. (12)). Despite this
bias, the maximum achievable energy for type II SNRs remains
on the order of ⇠105 GeV and falls short of the knee by a large
amount, as already pointed out by Cristofari et al. (2020).

Only when parameters are pushed to the extreme (what we
have called here type II* SNRs) can the maximum energy reach
the knee, as shown in the right plot of Fig. 2. As already pointed
out by Caprioli et al. (2009b), the superposition of the escape
flux from the di↵erent stages of shock evolution in the complex
environment around these SNRs may lead to the appearance of
bumps in the overall CR spectrum that might be related to the
feature recently measured by DAMPE in the 10�100 TeV region
of the proton spectrum (An et al. 2019).

The corresponding spectra of electrons injected by SNRs of
di↵erent types into the ISM are shown in Fig. 3. The thick and
thin curves refer to ↵ = 4 and ↵ = 4.3, respectively. The dash-
dotted line identifies the spectrum of particles accelerated at the
shock, as if they were immediately liberated into the ISM, with-
out energy losses. The solid lines are the spectra of electrons
liberated into the ISM after adiabatic and synchrotron losses
downstream of the shock, while the upstream escape flux, lim-
ited to the times when the maximum energy of electrons is not
determined by energy losses, is shown in the form of dotted lines.
If the SNR shell were broken or if confinement in the down-
stream region were energy-dependent (e.g., due to turbulence
damping), the actual contribution would lie between the dash-
dotted and solid lines.

The rate of synchrotron losses is larger when the condition
for the growth of the magnetic field through the excitation of
the nonresonant hybrid instability is fulfilled. As discussed in
Sect. 2, B2

2/⇢ / v7�↵
sh for this instability, and hence the mecha-

nism becomes less e↵ective or even ine↵ective in the late stages
of SNR evolution; these stages are, however, crucial for the pro-
duction of low energy electrons. As a consequence, the e↵ect of
radiative energy losses is only important at energies at or above
teraelectronvolt levels, while it is minor at lower energies, as
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Fig. 2. Spectra of protons produced at SNRs from type Ia (top), type II
(center), and type II* (bottom) SNRs for ↵ = 4 (thick lines) and ↵ = 4.3
(thin lines) if they were instantaneously liberated into the ISM (bro-
ken shell assumption). The dashed curves illustrate the e↵ect of adia-
batic losses in the downstream region, while the dotted lines refer to the
escape flux from the upstream region. In the bottom part of each panel
we also show the local slope of the spectrum q(p) at a given momentum.

the normal ISM, with a spatially constant gas density and back-
ground magnetic field. For type Ia SNRs the e↵ective maximum
energy is a few tens of TeV (left panel of Fig. 2). There is an
additional spectral steepening at somewhat lower energies due
to the temporal evolution of the maximum energy. More specif-
ically, the steepening occurs at the maximum energy reached at
the end of the ST phase, typically a few TeV. The flux of escaping
CR protons starts at about the same energy, as is clearly visible
in Fig. 2.

For a strong shock, such as the one expected for a young SNR
expanding in the normal ISM, the spectrum of accelerated parti-
cles at the shock location has a slope very close to 4 (thick lines
in Fig. 2). Nevertheless, as recently discussed by Caprioli et al.
(2020), the spectrum can be steeper if the finite velocity of scat-
tering centers in the downstream plasma is taken into account.
For this reason, in Fig. 2 we also show the case ↵ = 4.3 (thin
lines). In all cases of interest, the spectra of CR protons that are
injected into the ISM (as the sum of the two contributions) are
quite close to the spectrum at the shock in terms of slope, with
the exception of the highest energies, as discussed above.

For type II SNRs, the spectrum of CR protons is shown in
the middle panel of Fig. 2. For the sake of making a fair com-
parison between the three types of SN explosions, here we used
an acceleration e�ciency of ⇠CR = 0.1 for all of them. As dis-
cussed by Cristofari et al. (2020), because of the di↵erent rates
of occurrence of these events in the Galaxy, for type II SNRs
the e�ciency is required to be somewhat lower than for type Ia,
which is also reflected in a lower value of the maximum energy
of particles accelerated at the shock (see Eq. (12)). Despite this
bias, the maximum achievable energy for type II SNRs remains
on the order of ⇠105 GeV and falls short of the knee by a large
amount, as already pointed out by Cristofari et al. (2020).

Only when parameters are pushed to the extreme (what we
have called here type II* SNRs) can the maximum energy reach
the knee, as shown in the right plot of Fig. 2. As already pointed
out by Caprioli et al. (2009b), the superposition of the escape
flux from the di↵erent stages of shock evolution in the complex
environment around these SNRs may lead to the appearance of
bumps in the overall CR spectrum that might be related to the
feature recently measured by DAMPE in the 10�100 TeV region
of the proton spectrum (An et al. 2019).

The corresponding spectra of electrons injected by SNRs of
di↵erent types into the ISM are shown in Fig. 3. The thick and
thin curves refer to ↵ = 4 and ↵ = 4.3, respectively. The dash-
dotted line identifies the spectrum of particles accelerated at the
shock, as if they were immediately liberated into the ISM, with-
out energy losses. The solid lines are the spectra of electrons
liberated into the ISM after adiabatic and synchrotron losses
downstream of the shock, while the upstream escape flux, lim-
ited to the times when the maximum energy of electrons is not
determined by energy losses, is shown in the form of dotted lines.
If the SNR shell were broken or if confinement in the down-
stream region were energy-dependent (e.g., due to turbulence
damping), the actual contribution would lie between the dash-
dotted and solid lines.

The rate of synchrotron losses is larger when the condition
for the growth of the magnetic field through the excitation of
the nonresonant hybrid instability is fulfilled. As discussed in
Sect. 2, B2

2/⇢ / v7�↵
sh for this instability, and hence the mecha-

nism becomes less e↵ective or even ine↵ective in the late stages
of SNR evolution; these stages are, however, crucial for the pro-
duction of low energy electrons. As a consequence, the e↵ect of
radiative energy losses is only important at energies at or above
teraelectronvolt levels, while it is minor at lower energies, as
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 THE SPECTRA OF ELECTRONS AND POSITRONS ARE DIFFERENT. ELECTRONS ARE MAINLY PRIMARIES 

 RATHER PUZZLINGLY THE SPECTRUM OF POSITRONS AND ANTIPROTONS APPEARS IDENTICAL DESPITE 
LEPTONIC RADIATIVE LOSSES … COINCIDENCE? 

 EVEN MORE PUZZLING: SPECTRA OF POSITRONS AND ANTIPROTONS VERY CLOSE TO PROTONS (PRIMARIES) 



Physics of CR Leptons: energy losses

contributions can result in wide differences in the UVenergy
density. To quantify the UV-to-IR energy density ratio on a
distance of the order of the halo size, H ≳ 5 kpc, we
exploited the publicly available ISRF distribution provided
by [72] and found that on a scale of ∼5 kpc around the Sun
the UV-to-IR ratio is estimated to be a factor ∼2 higher than
the one derived by [39] in a smaller box. In the calculations
below,we adopt the result of such an averaging procedure for
theUVand IRbackgrounds,which implies aUVbackground
roughly twice as large as the one used by [39].
The rate of losses can be written as

beðEÞ ¼
4

3
cσT

!X

i

fKNðE; TiÞUγ;i þUB

"#
E

mec2

$
2

; ð3Þ

where me is the electron mass, σT is the Thompson
scattering cross section and Uγ;i and UB are the energy
densities in the photons of type i ¼ fISRF;CMBg and in
the form of magnetic field, respectively. The function fKN
effectively describes the modification to the Thomson cross
section due to the KN corrections and we adopt the recent
parametrization given in [67].
In Fig. 1 (left panel) we show the timescale for energy

losses τloss ¼ E=bðEÞ as a function of the lepton energy,
compared with the timescale for diffusive escape from the
Galaxy τesc ¼ H2=2DðEÞ. The shaded area shows the
escape time for halo size H larger than 5 kpc, as derived
from the analysis of unstable elements [24]. The loss time
scale as due to ICS off the optical (green line), infrared
(orange line), UV (blue line) and CMB (red line) and the
one associated with synchrotron emission (purple line) are
shown separately, while the black dashed line shows the

total loss time. Several comments are worth making: (i) in
the energy region of interest here, ICS enters the KN regime
only for scattering off optical light (at ∼2 TeV) and UV
light (at ∼50 GeV); (ii) the total loss time is shorter than the
diffusion timescale for all energies of interest here; (iii) the
total loss time depends on energy in a nontrivial way and
shows a feature in the neighborhood of the transition of ICS
to the KN regime on the UV background. As discussed in
detail in Ref. [26], this reflects into a corresponding feature
of the electron spectrum as observed by AMS-02.
It is worth noticing here that in the calculations that we

discussed in Ref. [26], we adopted a parametrization of the
transition of ICS to the KN regime that was recently
criticized by [67]. There are several such parameterizations
(see for instance [27,29,30,73]) that describe the transition
to different levels of accuracy and using different assump-
tions and different functional forms. In Ref. [26] we used
the one put forward by [73] (numerically similar to that of
Ref. [30]), which turns out to describe the transition rather
poorly, as correctly pointed out by [67], making it sharper
than the exact solution shows. Nevertheless, this is more a
quantitative issue than a qualitative one: as we show below,
even using the parametrization proposed by [67], the
feature observed in the CR electron data is still present
in the calculated electron spectrum, although a somewhat
different and apparently better justified choice of the ISRF
is required (see discussion above).
The energy losses suffered by electrons imply that for a

given energy E only particles located within a given
distance can contribute to the flux at Earth. This distance
is the one covered by an electron under the effect of losses
and diffusion, λ∞ðEÞ:

FIG. 1. Left panel: energy loss timescale for CR electrons as a function of energy during their propagation in the Galaxy. The
timescales are multiplied by E to give prominence to the deviations from the standard b ∝ E2 regime. The dashed line represents the
total loss time, while the solid lines refer to the individual contributions of the magnetic field (magenta line) or ISRF components. The
shadowed region marks out the escape timescale from the Galaxy due to diffusion. Right panel: the average mean free path in the Galaxy
of a lepton with energy E.
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USING THE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT DERIVED FROM A BEST FIT TO THE HADRONS, THE LEPTONS TRANSPORT IS FIXED. AT HIGH ENERGIES, LOSSES 
ARE DOMINATED BY ICS AND SYNCHROTRON. ICS ON THE UV LIGHT IS SUBJECT TO A TRANSITION TO KLEIN-NISHINA. THIS INDUCES A FEATURE IN 
THE LOSS TIMES SCALES, AND AS A RESULT ALSO IN THE ELECTRONS SPECTRUM AT E>40 GeV. THIS LATTER POINT REQUIRES SPIRAL ARMS TO BE 
TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT
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Physics of CR Leptons: secondaries
Evoli, Amato, PB & Aloisio 2021, PRD 103, 083010  

flux. However, since we are mainly interested in seconda-
ries of energy above ∼20 GeV, produced by primaries with
energy ≳100 GeV, solar modulation plays no significant
role. In the calculations below we will assume that the
nuclear CR flux is spatially uniform over a distance from
the Sun comparable with the loss length λe. This
assumption, that allows us to avoid using the Green
function formalism for the primary nuclei, is theoretically
justified by the absence of relevant losses for the nuclear
component and observationally justified by the measured
flat radial profile of the gamma-ray emission of hadronic
origin [96].
Under these assumptions, the contribution of secondary

particles to the local CR flux can be computed as

Φsecðt⊙; E; r⊙Þ ¼
fISMc

π3=2bðEÞ

Z
∞

E
dEsIVðEs; EÞ

×
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∞
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dE
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where IV is proportional to the density averaged over a
sphere of radius λe:

IV ½λeðEs; EÞ& ¼
1

λ3e

Z

MW
dVnHðrÞΣðx⊙; y⊙; λeÞχðz⊙; λeÞ:

ð28Þ

Figure 5 shows the computed secondary positron and
electron spectra together with the fluxes measured by
AMS-02 and PAMELA. One can appreciate how the
secondary contribution to the positron flux is ∼50% at

∼10 GeV and rapidly decreases at higher energies, as
expected. The secondary contribution to the observed
electron flux is less than 2% at ∼10 GeV and even smaller
at higher energies.

IV. SOURCE DISTRIBUTION AND PARAMETERS

The spiral-arm structure of our Galaxy is of the utmost
importance for the prediction of the flux of electrons and
positrons observed at Earth. The peculiar position of the
Solar System, which is located in an interarm region, is
such that the distance to the closest arm is comparable with
the distance traveled by a high-energy electron under the
effect of radiative losses. Hence the spectrum and level of
fluctuations for energies in the≳TeV region are profoundly
affected by the spiral structure. Similar considerations hold
for the expected anisotropy.
The stars that give rise to most supernova explosions are

located in star-forming regions which in turn cluster inside
the spiral arms of the Galaxy and in the Galactic bar.
Explosions associated with older stars, such as type Ia SNe,
are more spread in the interstellar medium but still con-
centrated mainly inside the arms. Their rate is about 1=3 of
that of core collapse SNe although the energetics of the two
are rather similar, ∼1051 erg.
Avariety of models describing the spiral-arm structure of

the Galaxy have been put forward, and most of them consist
of four major spiral arms (see, e.g., [86,99,100]). We adopt
the logarithmic spiral-arm parametrization proposed by
[101], which was derived from observations of FIR cooling
lines, [CII] and [NII], of the interstellar medium. These
lines trace increased gas density and UV radiation fields
and are therefore thought to mark the presence of star
formation regions. The existence of a central bar is inferred
from the evidence of a strong asymmetry in the number of
stars with respect to the direction of the Galactic Center,
although the detailed structure of the bar is still a matter of
debate. In fact, several authors advocate a picture in which
the Milky Way might feature two or more distinct bars
[102]. For the sake of simplicity, we model the central bar
as in [103] with a half-length of ∼3.1 kpc and an angle
θ ¼ 20° with respect to the Galactic Center–Sun line. The
aspect ratio is found to be roughly 10∶4∶3 (length:width:
height), making this structure much more vertically
extended than the thin stellar disk. The procedure we
adopt to assign a location to each SN event is the following:
we first choose at random the galactocentric distance of the
source, r̃, from a distribution that is proportional to the
functional form suggested by [104] based on the Parkes
multibeam survey at 1.4 GHz (model C in their Table 7).
If r̃ is smaller than 3 kpc, we assume that the event is

associated with the Galactic bar and we assign an initial
position ðx0; y0Þ along it. We then spread the ðx; yÞ
coordinates of that SN by translating it by a distance
drawn from a normal distribution centred at zero with
standard deviation ∼1 kpc, chosen so as to roughly

FIG. 5. The computed interstellar secondary positron (red dash-
dotted curve) and electron (blue solid curve) spectra. Absolute
measurements of the positron and electron fluxes by AMS-02
[16,17] and PAMELA [97,98] are also shown.
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 IT IS CLEAR THAT THE FLUXES OF SECONDARY  
ELECTRONS AND POSITRONS, FIXED BASED ON 
THE SECONDARY/PRIMARY RATIOS ARE MUCH 
LOWER THAN OBSERVATIONS 

 AS A CONSEQUENCE, THERE IS A NEED FOR A 
SOURCE OF ELECTRONS AND A SOURCE OF 
POSITRONS 

 THE TWO SOURCES CANNOT BE THE SAME 

 THE HARD SPECTRUM OF POSITRONS LEAVES 
LIMITED OPTIONS
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A SUMMARY OF COSMIC RAY LEPTONS

approaches lead to an excellent description of the measured
positron flux at Earth.

C. Electron spectrum and positron fraction

Once the contribution of pulsars to the positron flux is
properly calibrated to the AMS-02 observations, as dis-
cussed in Sec. V B, we can proceed to the final part of our
analysis, namely the calculation of the positron fraction.
The first step in this direction is the reassessment of the
spectrum of electrons. Compared with the results presented
in Sec. VA, we can now include the contribution of pulsars
to the electron spectrum. This leads to a slight change in the
parameters needed to fit the AMS-02 data, as we show in
the left panel of Fig. 11: the dashed line shows the
contribution of SNRs, which is now very close to the data,
but the contribution of pulsars is crucial to fit the total
spectrum of electrons. The flux of electrons as due to CR
interactions with the ISM is small, but included in Fig. 11.
The inclusion of the contribution of pulsars to the electron
spectrum results in the need for a somewhat steeper
injection spectrum in SNRs (slope 2.58 versus 2.56).
Since the electron flux is dominated by the contribution
of SNRs, the feature at≳50 GeV due to the onset of KN on
the UV background is clearly visible even after adding
pulsars [26]. The dash-dotted green curve in Fig. 11
illustrates the result of our calculations if we artificially
remove the KN effect on the energy loss rate so that bðEÞ ∝
E2 for each of the ICS channels and for synchrotron losses.
This case requires a harder injection spectrum to reproduce
the low-energy data but is clearly unable to reproduce the
electron measurements over the entire energy range, even
after accounting for the contribution of PWNe.

The positron fraction is shown in the right panel of
Fig. 11. The fluctuations at two standard deviations as due
to the stochastic nature of the sources (shaded area) are also
shown and compared with the ratio as measured by
PAMELA [12], Fermi-LAT [107] and AMS-02 [16]. The
rising positron fraction is naturally reproduced by the
pulsar contribution to the positron flux. At energies of a
few hundred GeV, where the spectrum of positrons from
pulsars becomes steeper, the fraction starts declining
slightly. However, since the cutoff associated with the
potential drop of pulsars is typically at much higher energy
than the maximum energy of electrons accelerated in
SNRs, for E≳ 5 TeV the predicted positron fraction shows
an uprise. On the other hand, at the same energies
fluctuations due to the stochastic nature of sources become
large and the positron fraction at these energies is expected
to show a rather irregular trend. Current data at high
energies, as shown in the right panel of Fig. 11, have
insufficient accuracy to clearly highlight these effects.
The spectrum of eþ þ e− as derived here and used to

calculate the positron fraction is shown in Fig. 12 (red solid
curve) together with the corresponding data from AMS-02
[16], CALET [51], DAMPE [52], H.E.S.S.1 [49,50],
FERMI [13], PAMELA [98], and VERITAS [109]. The
different contributions (from pulsars, SNRs and CR inter-
actions) are shown separately. The total spectrum exhibits a
clear trend toward a decline, shown by the data and well
reproduced by the results of our calculations. At energies
≳10 TeV, the flux of eþ þ e− is typically dominated by a

FIG. 11. Left panel: The spectrum of electrons from SNRs is shown with a red dashed line, and the total flux of electrons (including
pulsars and secondary products of CR interactions) with a red solid line. The total flux obtained neglecting the KN effect (dash-dotted
green line) is also shown. Right panel: positron fraction compared with data from PAMELA [12], Fermi-LAT [107] and AMS-02 [16].
In both panels the shaded area shows the effect of fluctuations due to the stochastic nature of sources.

1The systematic errors for H.E.S.S. measurements are com-
puted from two tables provided by the Collaboration [108].
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THIS PART IS STRONGLY 
DEPENDENT UPON THE LOCAL 
PROXIMITY OF SOURCES BUT 

ALSO UPON THE ENERGY 
LOSSES IN THE SOURCE 

VICINITY IF THE PHENOMENON 
OF REDUCED DIFFUSIVITY IS 

COMMON ENOUGH
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WHEN CR TRANSPORT TURNS  

NON-LINEAR 



COSMIC RAYS ARE NOT PASSIVE SPECTATORS OF THEIR OWN TRANSPORT 

THEY CONTRIBUTE TO GENERATING THEIR OWN SCATTERING 

THEY CAN EXERT A FORCE ON THE PLASMA IN WHICH THEY MOVE 

WHAT YOU SEE AND MEASURE IS VISIBLY AFFECTED BY THESE PHENOMENA (both 
during acceleration and during transport in the Galaxy, or around sources, or around galaxies, …) 

ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT FOR PARTICLE ACCELERATION: WITHOUT THESE EFFECTS THE 
MAXIMUM ENERGY WOULD BE ~GeV 

NON LINEAR CR TRANSPORT 
WHAT DOES IT MEAN AND WHY YOU CAN’T IGNORE IT?
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NON-LINEAR TRANSPORT
COSMIC RAYS STIR MAGNETIC 

FIELDS ON THE SCALE OF THEIR 
OWN LARMOR RADIUS 

(STREAMING INSTABILITY)

TURBULENCE IS ALSO INJECTED BY SN 
EXPLOSIONS, WINDS etc. AND CASCADES 
TOWARDS SMALLER SCALES

THIS MECHANISM IS VERY 
IMPORTANT BELOW A FEW 
HUNDRED GV

D(E,Z) OUTPUT OF THE PROBLEM
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NON LINEAR GALACTIC TRANSPORT
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Figure 5. Diffusion coefficient (left panel) and grammage (right panel) as calculated in this paper.
The solid (red) line refers to protons, while the dotted (blue) line refers to He nuclei. The diffusion
coefficient and grammage for heavier nuclei of given rigidity are indistinguishable from those of He,
therefore they are not explicitly shown here.

4.2 Diffusion coefficient and Grammage

The calculations presented in this paper allow us to determine the diffusion coefficient rather
than assuming it, although the limitations deriving from assuming isotropic and spatially
uniform diffusion should always be kept in mind. These limitations are however also common
to widely used propagation models such as GALPROP and DRAGON.

The diffusion coefficient plotted as a function of particle rigidity is shown in the left
panel of Fig. 5. The solid (red) line refers to protons while the dashed (blue) line refers to
all nuclei. Despite the non-linearity of the problem of self-generation, the diffusion coefficient
appropriate for nuclei simply scales with rigidity, therefore we plot here only the diffusion
coefficient for protons and helium. Even these two quantities are basically indistinguishable
for rigidity ! 5 GV. The change of slope at few hundred GV clearly reflects the transition
from self-generation to diffusion in the pre-existing turbulence. The slope ofDα(R) at rigidity
10 − 200 GV is ∼ 0.6 (although it is badly approximated by a pure power law). The slope
becomes ∼ 1/3 at rigidity above a few hundred GV.

The grammage traversed by particles as a function of rigidity is plotted in the right
panel of Fig. 5. The solid (red) line refers to protons, while the dashed (blue) line refers to
all other nuclei. The grammage traversed by protons and nuclei at given rigidity is virtually
the same, with a small difference only below ∼ 3 GV. It is interesting to note here that
the rigidity dependence of the grammage that we obtain at low rigidities (R " 1 GV) is
X ∝ β = v/c, that is the same required in propagation models like GALPROP and usually
imposed by hand (see for instance [22]). However, in the SDM and RAM models, depending
on the source injection spectrum, stronger dependences of the grammage on particles velocity
have been inferred (see [21] and references therein). In our calculations the dependence of
grammage on particle velocity X ∝ β is a natural consequence of the dominance of advection
with waves at low rigidities. Above ∼ 10 GV the grammage steepens to ∼ R−0.6 while a
flattening is found above a few hundred GV. As we discuss below, this trend also reflects in
changes of slope in the secondary/primary ratios, such as B/C.

It is worth recalling that the high energy behaviour (E $ TeV/n) of the diffusion
coefficient and grammage is the same as usually predicted by quasi-linear theory for a Kol-
mogorov spectrum of fluctuations. The value of δB/B0 = ηB needed to explain the high
energy fluxes is ηB % 0.05. This is a volume averaged value of ηB over the whole diffusion

– 13 –

PB, Amato & Serpico 2012
Aloisio & PB 2013
Evoli, PB, Aloisio & Morlino, 2018

Self-generated           CASCADE

Notice that in these approaches, the diffusion coefficient is an output and is regulated by injection efficiency of 
CR in sources. It is such efficiency that also determines the position of the break, as balance between self-
generated and pre-existing turbulence. The break naturally appears around a few hundred GV 
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THE SITUATION BECOMES MORE COMPLEX ON GALACTIC SCALES BECAUSE OF 
SEVERAL INTERVENING PHENOMENA: 

THE CASCADE OF PRE-EXISTING ALFVENIC TURBULENCE IS PREDICTED TO DEVELOP 
IN AN ANISOTROPIC WAY —> REDUCED SCATTERING (Goldreich & Sridhar 1994) 

 ONE COULD INVOKE FAST MAGNETOSONIC TURBULENCE (ISOTROPIC) (Yan & 
Lazarian 2004) …DAMPING? (Kempske & Quataert 2022) 

BOTH THE SELF-GENERATION AND THE CASCADING DEPEND RATHER SENSIBLY UPON 
THE ENVIRONMENT (IONIZATION, DENSITY, TEMPERATURE, B FIELD) (D’Angelo et al. 
2016, Kempske & Quataert 2022)

DEVELOPMENTS
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REDUCED DIFFUSIVITY AROUND SOURCES: TEV HALOS

41

INDEPENDENT SIGNATURES OR REGIONS OF REDUCED DIFFUSIVITY AROUND SOURCES (PULSARS, STAR CLUSTERS, SUPERNOVA REMNANTS)

HAWC has recently detected regions of extended gamma ray emission around 
selected PWNe, in the >TeV energy region, suggesting that the diffusion 
coefficient in these regions is ~1/100 of the Galactic one [Abeysekara+ 2017] 

HESS observations of several star clusters have also shown extended regions 
(~100 pc) with TeV gamma ray emission, with inferred D(E)<< than the Galactic 
one [Aharonian+ 2018] 

Already years back there was evidence from gamma ray observations of gamma 
ray emission from molecular clouds positioned at different distances from SNRs 
(for instance W28) that the diffusion coefficient is ~1/40 of the Galactic one 
[Gabici+ 2010]



 THE COPIOUS PRESENCE OF COSMIC RAYS IN THE NEAR SOURCE REGION SUGGESTS THAT THEY 
MIGHT BE PLAYING AN IMPORTANT ROLE FOR E<TeV [Malkov+2013,D’angelo,PB&Amato+2016,Nava+2016] 

 THE SUPPRESSED DIFFUSIVITY AROUND SOURCES OF CR HAS POTENTIALLY DRAMATIC 
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE GRAMMAGE: 

EVIDENCE FOR NON LINEAR TRANSPORT?
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Lc

Source

THE GRAMMAGE IN THE NEAR SOURCE 
REGION EASILY EXCEEDS THE GALACTIC 
ONE UNLESS THE REGION IS EVACUATED
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CR CURRENT INDUCED INSTABILITY  AROUND A SOURCE 

Source
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~B0

WE ASSUME HERE THAT THE CR CURRENT IS MADE OF POSITIVE CHARGES 
AND THAT THE BACKGROUND PLASMA IS MADE OF PROTONS (ni) AND 
ELECTRONS (ne) 

A RELATIVE MOTION BETWEEN ELECTRON AND PROTONS IS ESTABLISHED 
SO AS TO COMPENSATE THE CR CURRENT AND MAINTAIN CHARGE 
NEUTRALITY
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nCR + ni = ne

A CURRENT DRIVEN INSTABILITY IS EXCITED WHEN THE ENERGY DENSITY IN THE CURRENT EXCEEDS THE 
ENERGY DENSITY OF THE PRE-EXISTING FIELD B02/4π [Bell 2004]
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JCR = nCRevD

THE ELECTRON CURRENT COMPENSATING THE CR CURRENT MAKES THE INSTABILITY GROW THE FASTEST ON 
SCALES MUCH SMALLER THAN THE LARMOR RADIUS!!! BUT EBENTUALLY SATURATE AT THE RESONANCE WHEN:
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2D HYBRID SIMULATIONS OF THIS PHENOMENON3

self-consistently simulate the long-term, large-scale cou-
pling of CRs and background plasma than fully-kinetic
PIC codes since they do not need to resolve small electron
scales, usually dynamically negligible.

In simulations, physical quantities are normalized to
the number density (n0) and magnetic field strength
(B0) of the initial background plasma. Lengths, time
and velocities are respectively normalized to the ion in-
ertial length di = c/!pi, to the inverse ion cyclotron fre-
quency ⌦�1

ci , and to the Alfvén speed vA, being c the
light speed, !pi the ion plasma frequency and mi the
ion mass. The background ion temperature is chosen
such that �i = 2v2th,i/v

2
A = 2, i.e. thermal ions gyro-

radius rg,i = di. The system is 2D (x � y) in physical
space and retains all three components of the momenta
and electromagnetic fields. We discretized the simulation
grid, of size 5000 ⇥ 7000 di, with 7500 ⇥ 10500 cells (i.e.
�x = �y ' 0.66di). Open boundary conditions are im-
posed in each direction for the CRs and on x for the back-
ground plasma; the y direction is periodic for thermal
particles. A background magnetic field, directed along x
and of strength B0, is embedded in the simulation do-
main. The background plasma, described with Nppc = 4
particles per cell, has density n0 and its distribution is
Maxwellian. The speed of light is set to 20 vA and the
time step is 0.01⌦�1

ci . CRs, discretized with Nppc = 16,
are injected at the left boundary at x = 0 in a small
stripe 3200di < y < 3800di with an isotropic momentum
distribution with ptotal = 100mvA, i.e. Lorentz factor
� ⇡ 5, and nCR = 0.0133n0.

Results - As discussed above, the excitation of stream-
ing instability acts as a bootstrapping process for seed-
ing the over-pressurised region around the source. Al-
though this may be expected to take place even due to
resonant streaming instability alone, we showed above
that, around a source, CRs streaming away ballistically
(at least in the beginning) can excite a non-resonant
Bell instability. In principle, this configuration may
also produce other instabilities, e.g. driven by pressure
anisotropies [34] Once the particles start scattering on
these instabilities, they will start to move slower in the
x-direction, hence their spatial density increases. This
can be seen in the top three panels of Fig. 1, where we
plot the CR density nCR at three di↵erent times in the
simulation. Several interesting aspects arise from this
figure: first, at early times, CR presence is limited to a
small region around the injection location, and the region
occupied by CRs has basically the same transverse size
as the source itself (in fact somewhat larger because the
particles are injected isotropically, hence CRs are initially
distributed on a region that exceeds the source size by a
Larmor radius on both sides of the injection region). Par-
ticles are still streaming ballistically in the x-direction.
At later times, the density of CRs around the source
increases and the region filled by CRs expands in the
transverse direction as a result of the over-pressurisation
of the flux tube due to scattering. The force associated

FIG. 1. Contour plots of the CR density (top row), of the
background plasma density (center), and of the perpendicular
component of the magnetic field (bottom) at three times in
the simulation. A movie showing the time evolution of these
quantities is provided as Supplemental Material [35] .

with the gradient of CR pressure in the perpendicular
direction causes a partial evacuation of the plasma pre-
viously located inside the bubble, as can be seen in the
central panels of Fig. 1 (gas density, ngas). While the
bubble expands, the gas density in the center of the bub-
ble decreases while the gas density on the outskirts of
the bubble increases and density waves are launched out-
wards in the simulation box. In fact we stop the simu-
lation when those waves reach the boundary, where we
impose periodic conditions in the y direction.
The bubble expansion triggered by CR scattering is

due to the generation of magnetic perturbations in the
directions perpendicular to the initial background mag-
netic field, which are initially absent. This is illustrated
in the last row of plots of Fig. 1, where we show B?
at three di↵erent times. At early times there is virtually
no turbulent magnetic field. The streaming of particles
along the x-direction drives the formation of a highly-
structured B?. The self-generated magnetic field follows
the expansion of the bubble and determines the local rate
of particle scattering in the whole volume filled by CRs.
There is no doubt that the magnetized region extends in
the perpendicular direction as the bubble expands. The
magnetic field seems particularly strong on the edges of
the bubble, signalling that the bubble is wrapped in an
envelope of swept up compressed field lines. Inside the
bubble the field is irregular, as it should be if responsible
for CR scattering.
The fact that CR transport in the region surround-

ing the source gets profoundly a↵ected by this turbulent

Schroer+, 2021, Dynamical effects of cosmic rays leaving their sources  

 THE EXCITATION OF THE INSTABILITY LEADS TO 
STRONG PARTICLE SCATTERING, WHICH IN TURN 
INCREASES CR DENSITY NEAR THE SOURCE  

 THE PRESSURE GRADIENT THAT DEVELOPS CREATES A 
FORCE THAT LEADS TO THE INFLATION OF A BUBBLE 
AROUND THE SOURCE 

 THE SAME FORCE EVACUATES THE BUBBLE OF MOST 
PLASMA 

 THERE IS NO FIELD IN THE PERP DIRECTION TO START 
WITH, BUT CR CREATE IT AT LATER TIMES (SUPPRESSED 
DIFFUSION, about 10 times Bohm)
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CONFIRMED IN 3D SIMULATIONS

8 B. Schroer et al.

Figure 4. 3D Contour plots of CR density at tWci equal to 60, 180 and 300 for the 3D simulation.

Figure 5. CR density at two different times and plasma density in the y� z-
plane for the 3D simulation. All quantities are averaged along x between
500di and 520di to represent a cross section through the bubble.

associate with structures, but might reflect an inward moving wave
due to the interaction with the external medium (similar to a reverse
shock).

Apart from these small differences the 3D simulation reproduces
the physical picture emerging from the 2D simulation. The struc-
ture of the self-generated magnetic field can be appreciated in Fig-
ure 6, which shows the magnetic power in RH (top) and LH (bottom)
modes as a function of wave number k at different times for the 3D
simulation. In 3D the magnetic fields are first integrated over the y

and z directions in the whole simulation box, and then Fourier trans-
formed along x. Due to the initialization as a cold beam the maxi-
mum growing wave number is closer to the predicted one. After a
time ⇠ 10g�1

max ⇡ 100W�1
ci

one can see the saturation and cascading
to the larger scales, accompanied by an increase in power at the reso-
nant wave number in both LH and RH modes, which enables strong
particle scattering and results in the formation of the expanding bub-
ble of CRs.

This suggests that the main physical aspects of the problem can be
captured by 2D simulations and, at the same time, puts the conclu-
sions drawn from the 2D simulation on firmer grounds. Nonetheless,

Figure 6. Fourier spectrum along x of the right-handed (top panel) and left-
handed (bottom panel) magnetic field modes inside the whole 3D simulation
box as a function of the wave number k. The black line shows the theoretical
value of the fastest growing wave number kmax of the non-resonant mode and
the dashed line corresponds to the resonant wave number.

small differences like the larger overlap of the CR bubble and the
background gas and small structures of gas inside the bubble pro-
vide important hints for the production of hadronic g-rays that can
be expected in this scenario.

4.3 CR interactions in the bubble

As mentioned in §1, in addition to the general question of under-
standing the plasma physics of CR self-confinement around their
sources, there is observational interest in this problem, because of
the recent evidence for regions of extended g-ray emission, e.g.,

MNRAS 000, 1–12 (2020)
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Cosmic Rays vs Gravity: Cosmic Ray Induced Galactic Winds
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galactic medium, then their density immediately outside
the halo boundary can be easily estimated from flux con-
servation as nCR,ext(E) = 3�CR/c. For our purposes,
however, the assumption of ballistic motion is not essen-
tial. In fact we focus on the current carried by CRs with
energy > E, given by JCR = eE�CR(E). As discussed
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rent provided the energy flux associated with the escap-
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In other words, the original assumption of free streaming
of CRs after escaping our Galaxy leads to the apparently
contradicting result that the instability they excite is suf-
ficient to induce a di↵usive motion with short scattering
length, hence particle di↵use very e↵ectively as soon as
they find themselves in a region where condition 6 is sat-
isfied. On the other hand this conclusion does not really
depend on any specific assumption on the physics of par-
ticle propagation, while only based on conservation of the
energy flux constantly injected in our Galaxy in the form
of CRs.
Much discussion has appeared in the literature con-

cerning the saturation of the instability. A comprehen-
sive study of the topic [3] has highlighted two processes
that may limit the saturation field to lower values than
the one derived above. The first is the progressive in-
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In other words, the original assumption of free streaming
of CRs after escaping our Galaxy leads to the apparently
contradicting result that the instability they excite is suf-
ficient to induce a di↵usive motion with short scattering
length, hence particle di↵use very e↵ectively as soon as
they find themselves in a region where condition 6 is sat-
isfied. On the other hand this conclusion does not really
depend on any specific assumption on the physics of par-
ticle propagation, while only based on conservation of the
energy flux constantly injected in our Galaxy in the form
of CRs.
Much discussion has appeared in the literature con-

cerning the saturation of the instability. A comprehen-
sive study of the topic [3] has highlighted two processes
that may limit the saturation field to lower values than
the one derived above. The first is the progressive in-
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a CGM density �G⇢cr⌦b and temperature T , this results

in Bth  2⇥10�9G�
1/2
G

T
1/2
4 , where T4 is the gas temper-

ature in units of 104 K. We expect B0 well below Bth in
most cases, which suggests that it is safe to assume that
the condition for the development of the non resonant
instability is typically satisfied away from the Galaxy,
where �G . a few hundreds.
When the instability is excited, its growth proceeds at

a rate

�max = kmaxvA ⇡ 0.5 yr�1
�
�1/2
G

E
�1
GeVL41R

�2
10 . (7)

For reasonable values of �G the time for growth is ex-
tremely short compared to all other relevant timescales,
so that the field rapidly grows. The growth initially hap-
pens on scales k

�1
max

much smaller than the Larmor ra-
dius of the particles dominating the current, so that the
current is only weakly a↵ected by the growth. On the
other hand, at the same time a force ⇠ JCR�B/c is ex-
erted on the background plasma, that gets displaced by
an amount �r ⇠ �BJCR/c⇢�

2
max

. The instability even-
tually saturates when the scale �r becomes of the same
order of magnitude of the Larmor radius, which implies

�B ⇡ Bsat ⇡

s
2LCR

c R
2
d
⇤

(8)

It is important to notice that, for a spectrum N(E) /
E

�2, �B is the same on all scales, so that the di↵usion
coe�cient is expected to be Bohm-like. Moreover �B is
independent of the initial magnetic field strength and the
density of background plasma.
The Bohm di↵usion coe�cient corresponding to this

situation is

D(E) =
1

3

E c

e�B
⇡ 1.4⇥1024 EGeV L

1/2
41 R10 cm

2 s�1
. (9)

In other words, the original assumption of free streaming
of CRs after escaping our Galaxy leads to the apparently
contradicting result that the instability they excite is suf-
ficient to induce a di↵usive motion with short scattering
length, hence particle di↵use very e↵ectively as soon as
they find themselves in a region where condition 6 is sat-
isfied. On the other hand this conclusion does not really
depend on any specific assumption on the physics of par-
ticle propagation, while only based on conservation of the
energy flux constantly injected in our Galaxy in the form
of CRs.
Much discussion has appeared in the literature con-

cerning the saturation of the instability. A comprehen-
sive study of the topic [3] has highlighted two processes
that may limit the saturation field to lower values than
the one derived above. The first is the progressive in-
crease with growing field strength of the fastest growing

IN THIS PHASE THE INSTABILITY GROWS RAPIDLY, AT A RATE: 

UNTIL THE FIELD SATURATES AT Bsat Gas overdensity in the  
circumgalactic medium
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OUR GALAXY AND IN FACT ANY GALAXY SHOULD BE SURROUNDED BY AN EXTENDED 
MAGNETZIED REGION WITH MAGNETIC FIELD PROPORTIONAL TOT HE SQUARE ROOT 
OF THE SOURCE CR LUMINOSITY  
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FIG. 1. Flux of isotropic di↵use gamma ray emission (blue)

as measured by Fermi-LAT [8] and flux of astrophysical neu-

trinos as measured by IceCube [4, 5] (red). The (green) hori-

zontal lines show the expected flux of neutrinos from pp col-

lisions in the circumgalactic medium, for the overdensity �G
as indicated.
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◆ 1
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2⇡

◆3/2
⌘�pp

mp

=

5⇥ 10�12
�
3/2
G

GeVcm�2s�1sr�1
, (16)

where we assumed that the neutrino energy is related
to the energy of the parent proton by E⌫ = ⌘E, with
⌘ ⇠ 0.05. For simplicity we neglected the weak energy
dependence of the cross section for neutrino production,
which is known to increase slowly with energy, so as to
lead to a slight increase in the neutrino flux at high en-
ergy.

The estimated flux of di↵use neutrinos is plotted in
Fig. 1 (green horizontal lines) for di↵erent values of the
overdensity �G. In the same figure we show the flux of
astrophysical neutrinos measured by IceCube [4, 5] and,
for comparison, the flux of gamma rays that Fermi-LAT
associates with an isotropic extragalactic origin [8]. One
can see that the if the overdensity of baryonic gas in
the circumgalactic medium is of order ⇠ 100, then the

expected neutrino flux is comparable with the one mea-
sured by IceCube. It is worthwhile to mention that the
virial radius of our Galaxy, which is of order ⇠ 100 kpc,
is defined as the radius inside which the mean overden-
sity is 200. Hence a value of �G ⇠ 100 � 200 appears to
be quite well justified on scales of ⇠ 10 kpc.
A few caveats should be stressed: 1) the fluxes shown

in Fig. 1 have been obtained in the simple case that the
injection spectrum from individual supernovae (or what-
ever other sources of Galactic CRs) is N(E) ⇠ E

�2. A
steeper injection spectrum reflects in a correspondingly
steeper spectrum of the neutrino flux. At the present
level of investigation of the complex phenomenon of in-
teraction of escaping CRs with the CGM, considering
additional complications would shed no more light on
the relevant physics. 2) In the estimate above we did
not include a spectral suppression at some maximum en-
ergy. Such suppression is expected to reflect in a change
of slope rather than a cuto↵ in the CR source spectrum
[9, 10], that would lead to a somewhat lower neutrino
flux at the highest energies.

Conclusions: the escape of CRs from our Galaxy is
required by the assumption that at energies & 10 GeV
stationarity is reached between injection at the sources
and escape. This equilibrium is observationally visible in
the decrease with energy of the ratio between the fluxes
of secondary and primary nuclei, most notably the B/C
ratio. Escape is not well understood and is usually mod-
elled by imposing the existence of a free escape boundary
located at a few kpc from the disc. At such boundary it
is assumed that the CR transport becomes ballistic in
nature. In reality we expect that the di↵usion coe�cient
becomes increasingly larger away from the disc, so that
at some point particles can be assumed to stream freely.
We showed that, independently of the details of the prop-
agation physics, the current of such escaping CRs in the
circumgalactic medium is such that a rapidly growing,
non resonant instability is excited as soon as the back-
ground magnetic field is lower than ⇠ 2 ⇥ 10�8 Gauss.
The growth of the instability leads to three main con-
sequences: 1) a quasi-scale invariant magnetic field is
generated with a strength ⇠ 2 ⇥ 10�8 Gauss over a dis-
tance ⇠ 10 kpc from the Galaxy. 2) The pressure gradi-
ent of CRs scattering on such magnetic fluctuations sets
the background plasma around our Galaxy in motion, so
that CRs are advected away with the plasma at a speed
⇠ 10� 100 km/s. 3) The occasional interactions of CRs
with the CGM produce a quasi-isotropic neutrino flux
at Earth, that is comparable with the flux observed by
IceCube, provided the local baryon overdensity is ⇠ 100.
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Neutrino diffuse flux 1)ESCAPING COSMIC RAYS LEAD TO THE FORMATION OF 
A REGION OF SIZE TENS OF KPC WITH B~0.02 
MICROGAUSS 

2)COSMIC RAYS DO NOT REALLY ESCAPE FREELY FROM 
A GALAXY 

3)ESCAPING COSMIC RAYS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR 
INDUCING A DISPLACEMENT OF THE IGM WITH 10-100 
KM/S SPEED 

4)INELASTIC INTERACTIONS OF CR IN THE IGM LEAD TO 
A NEUTRINO FLUX COMPARABLE WITH THAT 
MEASURED BY ICECUBE
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A GENERAL PICTURE OF CR TRANSPORT WITH ADVECTION, DIFFUSION, ENERGY LOSSES, 
SPALLATION SEEMS ABLE TO DESCRIBE A LARGE COLLECTION OF DATA  

A FEW EXCEPTIONS: POSITRONS, DAMPE FEATURE, REGIONS OF REDUCED DIFFUSIVITY 

BUT NUMEROUS HOLES IN FUNDAMENTAL KNOWLEDGE: NATURE OF SCATTERING WAVES, 
INTERPLAY WITH SELF-GENERATION, SOME INCONSISTENCIES IN ACCELERATION, PHYSICAL 
MEANING OF FREE ESCAPE 

GROWING INTEREST IN IMPLICATIONS OF COSMIC RAYS IN GALAXY FORMATION, GALACTIC 
WINDS (NON LINEAR TRANSPORT) 

NON LINEAR TRANSPORT CRUCIAL AROUND SOURCES AND AROUND GALAXIES, A WEALTH 
OF OBSERVATIONS EXPECTED WITH HAWC, LHASSO, CTA

OUTLOOK
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